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Editorial

From our Editor
By Emma Barker

Thanks to our
outgoing editor.
Over the past couple
of years, Val Thomas
has done a fantastic
job as editor of
Herbal Thymes, and
with the mantle
passing to Emma
Barker from this
issue we would like
to extend our warm
thanks to Val for
the time and effort
she has invested
in developing the
magazine.
The role of editor
is a very rewarding
but also demanding
one that requires
attention to detail, a
sense of the bigger
picture, decisiveness
and sensitivity. We
are sure that readers
will echo our thanks
to Val for the way she
demonstrated these
qualities and for the
commitment she
showed to the role.

Welcome everyone to the Winter edition of the Herbal Thymes!
This issue is a bumper double edition, bursting with all the usual content
you would expect to find, plus news and reviews from not only our own Herbal
Medicine Conference 2020, but also from across the pond, with features of the
Canadian Herb Conference 2020 too. We also have Words of Wisdom from a cross
section of our membership, a look at how COVID is affecting others around the
world in Amazon Emergency, a fantastic competition for you to get your teeth into,
plus much, much more.
I would like to take this opportunity to give huge thanks to the Herbal Thymes
Team who have all worked so hard to bring you this edition. Jean-Louis our Student
Editor is always so enthusiastic and contributes so much to each publication, and
also many thanks to Anita for her flawless research documents that we receive
each quarter. The page count would certainly be lacking without the help and
support of our Student Affiliates. I would also like to welcome a new member of
the team, Jan Alton, as our proofreader and an absolute wizard. I could not have
done this without her! And finally, thanks go to Val, our outgoing editor, for setting
the team on this new and exciting path.
It was not my intention to become editor but it seemed the logical thing to do.
Val made the decision to step down at the same time as we transferred our design
tasks externally to a professional graphics designer, which left me being a bit of a
spare part. I have cautiously taken on this role as I have never done anything like
this before, so I hope that you continue to enjoy your quarterly editions during my
time at the helm.
Without further ado then, I will let you get on with exploring your Winter edition
of Herbal Thymes. As I write this it is very cold and snowy outside, so I suggest that
if the weather is the same by the time this gets to you, you get the kettle on and
maybe grab a blanket, or a cat if you have one. If it’s anything like my house, you
will automatically get a cat upon reaching for the blanket anyway!
Take care.

Emma xx
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TALKING HEADS.
Video postcards on plant medicine
By Emma Barker MNIMH

Before our annual conference, the Institute approached several herbalists from
across the herbal community, asking them for their personal perspectives on
how they will be facing the future, which of course was the theme for our 2020
Herbal Medicine Conference. As expected, the responses received were wide
and varied, reflecting the amazing amount of diversity we see within our herbal
community. I found watching these remarkably interesting, and if you haven’t
watched them then I suggest you try to take time to have a look. As I have
already said, there was a huge range of views, with no two being the same. Some
I related to, having thought, felt, or experienced some of the topics being spoken
about, and some opened my eyes to things that I hadn’t really thought about,
or taught me something regarding a different aspect of herbalism that I knew
little or nothing about. Here is a brief overview of the video postcards and what I
took away from each one. These can all still be accessed and viewed on our Herb
Player found in the members area of the Institute’s website.
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SIMON MILLS
Herbal practitioner based in Exeter and previous President of
the Institute.
Some of what Simon talks about is the need for herbalists to become united,
to combine our skills in providing a public-facing platform that champions the
benefits of herbal medicine. This of course is now a work in progress through the
new Herbal Reality initiative, which I believe Simon is heavily involved in. I agree
with his message that we need to stop talking to ourselves and engage better
with the public. As herbalists we all know how marvellous herbal medicine is; we
need a way of spreading the word in simple concise messages.
Simon encourages us to get involved in our local communities to help raise
our profile as herbalists and promote the use of plant-based medicines. Having
done this myself, although not as much this last year due to local events being
cancelled, I can recommend this as it opens the door to possibilities that you may
not yet have thought of. This has made me think about the many opportunities
that are open to our profession should we have the courage to embrace them.

MICHAEL MCINTYRE
A previous President of the Institute.
This video postcard starts by looking at the loss of our current defence of
antibiotics and how plant medicine has the potential to help bridge the gap.
Something that I think is often in the back of my mind and which I maybe
should find the time to investigate more! Michael then shines a spotlight on the
issues where we know herbal medicine is really good at filling some of the gaps
that are not always suited to an orthodox approach. The chronic conditions that
often become a herbalist’s ‘bread and butter’: the problems we see in patients
who are often frustrated after having had every type of medication and test, yet
still feel no better for it.
I of course agree with Michael, as I’m sure many of you do, that herbal medicine
is the medicine of the future, and we should be receiving more recognition for
what we do.

ALEX LAIRD
Herbal practitioner based in London.
Alex reminded me of something one of my tutors said to me at my first teaching
weekend: “This is going to change your life!”, and it did. Learning herbal medicine
opened me up to a new world, but one that was always there - I just hadn’t
learned the skills to ‘see’ it. It changed the way I interact with the world, the way I
see things, it helped me to see and understand connections that were previously
invisible, it was quite incredible, inspiring, and terrifying at the same time!
I liked how Alex described how herbal medicine and we as individuals can build
resilience through diversity, complexity, reciprocity, and flexibility. We have this
vast ancient wisdom that stretches around the world, we should embrace and
learn from each other. Bring together voices from minorities and help others
speak loudly where they may have been silenced in the past. This encouraged
me to look at embracing and drawing on the huge resource that Alex expresses
through those four pillars of resilience - it flows within us, we need to use it to our
advantage.
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BARBARA GRIGGS
A renowned journalist, author, and researcher in the field of
herbalism.
Here Barbara looks at the sad but true battle herbal medicine consistently has
in proving that it is a valid form of healthcare. One that I think that we know all
too well. Ask Professor Google for herbal treatments for COVID and you’ll find
millions of results, yet the public are constantly being told that herbal medicine
is not to be trusted and is potentially unsafe. As Barbara points out, of course
the thousands of years of prior use of these medicines proves nothing, and the
efficacy and uses of medicinal plants are surely a myth! It is so frustrating that, at
a time when we could really be making a difference, traditional medicines from
around the world are still being dismissed. Barbara talks about the long-term
effects of Long COVID which will affect many people, and how herbal medicine
can do so much for these patients, so it seems criminal that we are not being
utilised as fully as we could be.
She calls for us to act now, to produce case studies for all our COVID patients
and record these for the future. They will be a valuable resource. Whether you
agree or disagree about the pursuit of statutory regulation for herbal medicine
I hope that you would all agree that we need to be promoting herbal medicine
better than we are currently doing, and put herbal medicine firmly in the picture
and keep it there.

ROBYN JAMES
Herbalist and former programme leader for the BSc(Hons)
Herbal Medicine course at Lincoln.
WEBCAMS! The new normal. Robyn talks about how our familiar routines are
now gone due to the ongoing pandemic and how the changes that we are
seeing are not all negative and that there are some real positives coming out of
this situation. She asks us to question, is the way we’ve always done things the
only way to do it? And of course, the answer is no! We have evolved in response
to the situation. It may not have been an easy transition for some of us, but
Robyn encourages us to take credit for adapting. By being forced to change our
ways many of us have developed new skills, managed virtual consultations, and
overcome some of the technical issues that might have arisen along the way.
By rising to the challenge and adding these tools to our toolkits, we have gained
extra flexibility and diversity, which Robyn believes is key to facing the future as a
herbalist.
I found this reassuring and uplifting. The passion that we all have for our craft,
the difference that we know we can make to people’s lives, and connecting
people and plants, is a force to be reckoned with, I think. Plus, us overcoming the
challenges we may face in doing this only makes us stronger. Post apocalypse,
we can save the world!
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LAURA YARHAM
President of the Unified Register of Herbal Practitioners.
Laura focuses on the two main resources that she believes we need to face the
future. These are the Earth, which provides us with the plants for our medicine,
and each other. We need to look after our resources and by being self-sufficient
herbalists, or indeed self-sufficient human beings, we can start to do this. I don’t
know about you, but I would love to grow and harvest all the medicines that I
prescribe. I neither have the time or the patience though to be honest! Laura’s
words did make me pause for thought though about how we should be more
conscious about how and from where we source our medicines.
An emphasis shines through on community and sharing resources, and I agree
that by working together we can achieve more. There has been division within
the herbal community in the past, but as Laura says, we need now to forget our
differences and focus on the things that bring us together, that will make us
stronger.

JONNY WOODALL
Herbalist based in Sheffield.
Jonny openly shares what his experience of the pandemic has been like and how
he has adapted his business to best overcome the obstacles that have probably
been the same, or very similar, for all who are trying to run a business at this time.
With March having seen no new patients, Jonny was worried about the future, as
I’m sure many of us were too. He was lucky to have support from a men’s group
that he is a member of that helped lift him out of this low patch. It’s been tough
hasn’t it? I am also lucky to have a fantastic support network around me, but
still, this doesn’t always stop me from having days when I can’t seem to shake
the negativity off. I would just quickly like to take this opportunity to say that no
one needs to deal with this alone, there is support that can be accessed through
many charities and support groups. The Institute now also has its Member
Assistance Program as well to help members with a huge array of issues. Please
do have a look at this amazing resource as it might offer support with something
that you may have been putting off, or just didn’t know where to start!
Moving back to Jonny’s video postcard, he tells us about how he has had
success with marketing campaigns on social media and that the money he has
earnt from these has far surpassed the money he initially invested. This made
me think about alternative ways I could look at promoting myself as I have
always been wary of social media advertising. With his new focus on maintaining
the momentum of the marketing campaigns, Jonny’s anxiety reduced, as did
his stress regarding the whole COVID issue. As I am sure that many of us have
witnessed, when you feel good you attract patients and new business, which has
certainly been the case here.
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ALISON DENHAM
Medical herbalist and previous President of the Institute.
Alison’s video postcard provides a quite different take on our facing the future
theme by looking into the past. After studying the life and work of 19th century
herbalist John Skelton, she muses on what he would think about facing the
future in the time we live now. I found this really interesting, having not heard of
this herbalist before. Every day is a school day!
Alison thinks that John would be happy that herbalism still exists and that
we haven’t been defeated by the medical profession. She goes on to reveal that
John was a great supporter of herbal medicine practitioners having a good
level of education and understanding of medicine, whilst also encouraging and
educating the public on how to use medicinal plants at home. He did this by
publishing a book called The Family Medical Advisor. He believed in education for
all, regardless of class or race. He sounds like a truly amazing man and I can see
why Alison was drawn to investigating this man’s life in detail, as she describes a
pioneer in the profession of herbal medicine.

ANITA RALPH
Medical herbalist and lead tutor on the Foundation Course in
herbal medicine for Heartwood.
When thinking about facing the future Anita asks us to imagine a future where
herbal medicine is provided alongside modern medical healthcare and what a
powerful combination that would be. She has observed that during lockdown
people’s interest in herbal medicine has seemed to amplify, and more and more
people are looking at what they can do for themselves to improve their health.
She believes that by moving to online consultations we have unlocked the
potential for people to access herbalists as part of their busy lives, which I agree.
An appointment that you can have in the comfort of your own home is not
affected by the traffic, the train or bus, or even the weather! It’s something that
we should be taking advantage of.
Anita reminds us that our profession is resilient and has stood the test of time,
as it will continue to be whilst we nurture each other, keep outward facing to
both the public and other health professionals, and be brave!
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HANNAH CHARMAN
Herbal medicine practitioner and health coach based in
Shropshire.
I could really relate to what Hannah voiced in her video postcard. I too received
a negative response from family members when I decided to train in Herbal
Medicine, and received the same responses as Hannah, “You’ll never make a
living from that.” Plus, there were the naysayers telling me that it was a load of
rubbish and orthodox medicine was the only form of valid healthcare. It is hard
when you start out, and as Hannah goes on to say, it isn’t easy to keep going, but
she encourages us all not to give up! Confidence is key.
She then shares an incredibly sad story about a close friend who she believes
could have been helped with herbal medicine, but whose father would not allow
her to treat him. Instead of letting this tragedy get her down though, she turned
this negative into a positive; it made her more determined to succeed, increasing
her promotional activity for her practice and herbal medicine as a whole, which
has on the whole been well received. Hannah is a shining example that it can be
done, and earnings as a herbalist can be good.
Hannah finishes by reflecting on how COVID has changed the world. She
believes that the general public’s mindset has started to change, and that
connecting with nature, and interest in traditional medicines, have gained
popularity and been catapulted into the limelight recently. I am inclined to agree
with this, and agree with her that herbalists are perfectly placed to help people
do this. Herbalists are awesome and we need to get out there and tell people
about what we do!

ROSEMARY WESTLAKE
Medical herbalist and previous Vice-President of the Institute.
Rosemary starts by taking a quick look at the Institute’s New Member Support
Scheme and questions ‘What would I now say to my newly graduated self?’
Inspiration that has led me to create another article for you in this edition of
Herbal Thymes, thanks Ro for the idea!
As a newly qualified herbalist she was instantly confronted with the prospect
of a law being passed that would prevent her from practising as a herbalist. All
that time, effort, money and sacrifices that she and her family had invested in
her qualification was all under threat before her new career had even begun!
Fortunately, the directive was never signed, and the rest shall we say is history.
She realises that we will always have to face challenges like the one that now
presents itself in the form of COVID but reassures us that we can overcome
them. She reminds us that we have access to support through our herbal cohort,
friends, family, and other MNIMH’s. We need to be persistent and not give up: like
the dandelion that grows up through the tarmac, we shall succeed!
Finally Rosemary reminds us to look after ourselves and use the herbs we have
in our dispensaries for ourselves. I am particularly guilty of this, often suffering
instead of mixing myself up a concoction.
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LAURA STANNARD
Medical herbalist and previous President of the Institute.
In this video postcard Laura looks at the journey of one of her patients. How
herbal medicine and the support of a herbalist can allow patients to live a
relatively symptom-free life with a reduction in frequency to the flare-ups of
their condition. A story that I am sure most, if not all of us can relate to. It is also a
story about how herbal medicine can adapt and overcome whatever life throws
at us. This particular patient was doing really well until COVID hit and then their
stress and anxiety went through the roof, which I’m sure some of us will also have
seen or even observed in ourselves. However, with a revised treatment plan, new
herbal mix and supplements, this patient is back at work and positive about the
future. Tales like this reignite my passion for herbal medicine. What we do makes
a real difference to people’s lives. As Laura says – herbs help patients get well.

DANNY O’RAWE
A Fellow, and former President of the Irish Register of
Herbalists.
As Danny takes us on a walk through nature, he starts by talking about our
connection with nature and reminds us of the interdependence of all things. I
found some reassurance in his words reminding me that while we find ourselves
in these strange and trying times that the COVID pandemic has created, we
must remember that our profession has had to adapt and rise to new challenges
throughout history: those challenges (past illnesses, diseases, epidemics, and
pandemics) that we have already survived! Herbal medicine is the oldest
surviving system of medicine for a reason; it is resilient and will continue to be.
Wise words I feel.
Danny goes on to talk about how the current situation is different in many ways
from similar pandemics of the past due to a whole host of external influences. I
found myself agreeing with much of what he was saying. You’ll have to watch the
video for yourself to see if what he says rings true for you also. My thoughts and
feelings inspired by Danny’s words were that modern life, this generation, the
way we live today have changed hugely from times gone by. We are bombarded
by technology in almost every aspect of our lives; it has become part of the way
we live, communicate, exercise, shop - the list is endless. Access to technology
can be used positively but seems to be increasingly used in negative ways. We
have so much information at our fingertips that it is difficult sometimes to
clearly define what is truth and what is fiction. We see conflict and confusion
everywhere we look, in the streets, on social media, and in Westminster. It is
depressing and exhausting!
Danny encourages us to face the future using our knowledge and experience
from those who have gone before, whilst embracing modern research in our
sector. We also need to preserve our knowledge and experience so that it can be
passed to future generations. We are not facing the future alone – we have the
plants to help us! Medicine of the future as it has been in the ancient past.
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ALEX JACOBS
A practitioner of all five therapies of Chinese Medicine –
Acupuncture, Tuina Massage, Chinese Herbal Medicine,
Dietary Therapy and Qi Gong – and President of the Register
of Chinese Herbal Medicine.
Alex starts by highlighting the fact that herbal medicine is not widely used
or understood, well at least not here in the UK, and he’s right. One of the first
questions I ask an audience when I’m doing a talk is ‘What do you think herbal
medicine is and what do you think a herbalist does?’ The answers are often quite
funny and give you an immediate sense of people’s perspective on the subject.
Alex goes on to say that if we can understand why we trust herbal medicine,
then maybe we can change other people’s perception of what it is we do. What
a great starting point, and one that I had not considered before. As herbalists we
instinctively trust in what we do, but if you don’t understand that concept then
why would you trust it?
Alex then shares with us his journey that led him to study TCM, one that started
in Taiwan. He tells us about the huge differences between here and Asia where
herbal medicine is everywhere you look from the food and drink to medicinal
products such as oils and creams, to it being celebrated in some of their festivals,
and even the bank notes have herbs on. Herbal medicine is a natural part of life
in Asia and those who live there have an instinctive connection to it.
In the UK it seems that herbal medicine is something else, something different
and that we are not already connected with. Alex highlights that this is not
strictly true; we still have unknowing connections to it through our cooking and
diet, we just need to bring it more into our consciousness – this isn’t such a huge
challenge as we might think, it is already there, we just need to shine a spotlight
on it. The public are already connected (we all are), it is just that they have
forgotten. This made me recall reading a book – The Lost Language of Plants
by Buhner. Many people have lost their ability to communicate with the natural
world; we as herbalists could help humanity rediscover their roots quite literally.

HENRY OAKELEY
Garden Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians medicinal
garden.
Henry looks at the history of life on our planet, highlighting that many plants are
in fact poisonous, even parts of plants that we regularly eat in our daily diets. He
talks about members of the Solanaceae and Papaveraceae family, looking at the
benefits of these plants when given in the correct therapeutic dosage. Henry
links many different medicinal plants to the orthodox medications born from
extracting the active constituents from these plants and their varied uses.
He feels that in the future plants will continue to be made into medicines,
which I agree. Modern medicine will continue to draw from the natural world
in developing new medicines and will pursue the quest in searching for these
often-poisonous constituents to develop these. Whether you agree or disagree
that using pure plant extracts are the future to ensure safety, this certainly gave
me food for thought.
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LILY CANETTY-CLARKE
A herbal medicine practitioner based in Bristol.
Lily gave us a different perspective of how COVID has affected her business,
being a relatively newly qualified herbalist. Having built a customer base she
didn’t want to move to doing new patient online consultations as she didn’t feel
that she had the experience to do this. Whilst the downside to this was that she
didn’t grow her business at this time, the positives were that the patients she
did have benefitted from her being able to spend more time on doing extra
research on each of them. She feels that this quality over quantity approach is an
important one but is very aware that this may not be a financially viable way of
running her business in the future.
After becoming confident in supporting her existing patients through
conducting virtual follow-up consultations, she is now also taking new patient
consultations in this way. Lily has found that this new way of working has really
helped both her and her patients. She has more flexibility with consultation
timings, not having the time restrictions that she would have when renting a
room, plus she hasn’t got this additional cost as she is able to work from home.
Also, by mastering her online consultation skills she can share her screen to show
patients resources, documents and other information during the consultation.
Having everything at your disposal by using your laptop in this way she has found
really useful. In addition to all these benefits Lily has found that she now also
has a greater reach and can connect with potential patients outside of her local
catchment area.
Looking forward, Lily reminds us to stay curious to help us form unbiased
opinions on what is currently going on in the world to better support our
patients. A really difficult task given the amount of information we are
bombarded with on a daily basis and having to determine what is fact and
what is fiction. She finishes by sharing her worries about the long-term effects
of isolation on both work and family and the impact of us living in an ever more
sterile world, and what effects this will have on our immunity. Lily talks about
the difference between dirty and dangerous in the talk she presented for the
Institute at our Herbal Medicine Conference 2020. If you bought a HMC ticket you
can still access the Whova platform and watch Lily’s talk there. It’s well worth a
watch!
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ELEANOR DEVEREUX
Herbal medicine practitioner and a lecturer and tutor for the BSc
HM at Lincoln.
In Eleanor’s virtual postcard she very honestly shares how she has found the impact
of the pandemic. Overwhelming and exhausting! I can relate to this and have felt like
I have been on an emotional rollercoaster since last March with no definite end being
in sight. Ellie reflects on the last six months, a time where everything has been turned
upside down, livelihoods have been lost, and lives lost to something that we can’t
even see, something she has found humbling. We have become so reliant on modern
medicines and technology, with no thought for what is a constant in life, death.
Ellie talks about how, when this all kicked off in March, she felt overwhelmed but
was able to look to nature for comfort. Spring was starting and the cycle still carried on
regardless, an unstoppable force, a constant! Nature will prevail! She found comfort in
seeing medicinal plants spring up in her small garden. “Come the apocalypse, we can
make medicines out of weeds – how amazing is that!” As a nurse Ellie understands
that orthodox medicines can be lifesaving, but as a herbalist she can also see the
immense power of medicinal plants as well.
She leaves us by reminding us that nature is constant and predictable. There is a
connection with God everywhere, you just need to know where to look. She asks us to
find our own security, whether that be in faith, humanity, or somewhere completely
different. She has found it helpful to be rooted in a constant – the plants around us.

STEVE KIPPAX
Herbal practitioner and past President of the Institute.
Steve asks us to think globally and locally. Medicine that respects Mother Earth is one
that gives us a sustainable future. He talks about how TCM is a well known, recognised
health care system and well used by the native people in the East. He adds that herbal
medicine is also great value for money, which is something I agree with. This got me
thinking again about what Alex Jacobs talked about in his video postcard: why is the
view of the typical Westerner so different from that of those who live in Asia? How
have we become so disconnected from nature and the plants that can provide us with
so many benefits in such a short timeframe?
Steve then shares his views about modern medicine, evidence-based medicines
that are verified through biased trials sponsored by big pharmaceutical companies,
and highlights the deaths that result from these orthodox medications. Whilst I agree
with some of what he is saying here, I owe my life to some of these modern medicines
and don’t think that I would still be here without them. However, I also don’t think
that Steve was generally speaking about the drugs given in life-saving situations, but
more about other conditions where medicines are not always necessary and could
be substituted with herbal alternatives. In a world where we are bombarded with
information we often have to dig for the facts and form informed opinions, ones that
can benefit our patients and give them the courage to take personal responsibility for
their own health.
Steve reminds us of our safe and gentle herbal medicines that are also effective
at treating so much more. The medicine that can be used alongside orthodox
medications when needed. The supportive herbs that are not just given to ‘treat’ an
illness but to support the patient on their healing journey. Herbal medicine works – the
more people who access it and see the results, the more publicity herbalists will receive!
Choose life, choose health, choose herbal medicine!
Herbal Thymes Winter 2020/21
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PHIL DEAKIN
Herbal practitioner and current President of the Institute.
Phil shares with us his memory of taking jam jars of water out into the garden
and adding various plants and stirring with a stick to make ‘medicine’ in an
attempt to make his Mum better after coming down with a summer cold.
How many of you have done this when you were younger? My grandma had a
Homepride Fred who held a rolling pin in one hand and a spoon in the other, his
bowler hat upturned to create a bowl. I loved nothing more than taking this out
into the garden and mixing up plants, leaves, mud and water from the watering
can to make wonderful natural creations. Grape hyacinth flowers featured heavily
as I liked the small, what looked like blue balls to me at the time, flowers that
were easily stripped from their stems. It produced lovely purpley blue fingers too,
much to my delight!
Phil brings our attention back to our current situation and explains how this
virus is very different from those that have come before. It is affecting every
aspect of life, our bodies and minds, our lives are the battlefield. He is concerned
about the impact all of this is having on our mental well being. This is something
that hasn’t gone unrecognised in the academic world with huge amounts of
research papers being produced on COVID and mental health.
So how can we move forward? We have many people within our communities
that are vulnerable (have underlying conditions), many have had the virus – long
COVID, those who work on the front line, NHS and carers who have witnessed
awful tragedies. We also have those already living with mental health issues and
finding it difficult to access help. There is a lot of uncertainty about the future,
but with understanding and clarity we can reduce the anxiety that surrounds it.
Many are experiencing anxiety and low mood, stress, PTSD, physical trauma to
their bodies, and in some cases OCD behaviours begin to emerge as our normal
routines change so vastly – how many banana breads can you bake, or box sets
can you binge watch? There will also be those who will have complex grief to
overcome as they have been prevented from saying goodbye to those they have
lost. Most if not all of us are probably suffering, or are going to experience at some
point, general exhaustion caused by the ongoing pandemic: sleep disturbances,
reduced energy levels, memory loss, pain, sensory distortions, respiratory issues …
The list goes on.
Phil leaves us by reminding us that these health issues are familiar territory for
herbalists. Whilst complex cases may seem overwhelming, just break it down
and simply treat what you see. There is plenty of work we can be doing to help
make people better. His video ends by him picking up a jam jar with some water
and flowers in it and stirring it with a stick! As always, a very well presented piece
from our current President, and whilst his message is important and serious, he
always seems to be able to bring a smile to my face.
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SEBASTIAN POLE
Practitioner of herbal medicine and Master Herbsmith and
Co-founder of Pukka Herbs.
Sebastian starts by sharing with us that when the Institute asked him to produce
his video postcard, the Talking Heads song, Road to Nowhere, came to mind. I
quite like a bit of Talking Heads so could instantly recall this song, which made
me laugh! Sebastian focuses on the climate and biodiversity emergency that is
presenting itself. Many of our plant species are being threatened, we need to act.
He encourages us to love organic, as farming in this way increases biodiversity
which benefits us all.
He talks about the health crisis that we are experiencing with increased cases
of diabetes, depression, digestive dysbiosis … to name just a few, and that’s before
COVID came along. He believes that herbalists fill the therapeutic gaps, which I
agree as I’m sure many of you do too. We need to encourage patients to move from
orthodox treatments to Herbal Medicine where possible.
Finally Sebastian shares his feelings on his frustrations about a herbal community
that to him appears to be non-existent. We have great herbal Professional
Associations and individuals, but they are not all singing from the same song sheet
with one voice. He presents us a proposition - the good, the true, and the beautiful.
• The good – herbal traditions, herbal family to come together. Herbal Unity.
• The true – nature. How can we look after it better? We need to protect this by
maintaining good quality medicinal plants whilst protecting sustainability.
• The beautiful – us as individuals. We have lots of great intent. How can we join
together?
Sebastian, as many of you know, is one of the co-creators of the new herbal
alliance/unity/reality project. A great idea that I hope does what it has set out to do.
I don’t think that the herbal community doesn’t exist, as I see it everywhere, but a
better unified community I agree could benefit us all. I appreciate that there have
been some darker patches of our herbal history that have seen herbalists upset,
angry, disappointed and dismayed. Times when differences of opinion have created
huge rifts within the herbal world. We are never going to agree on everything, but
we need to have a safe space where we can air our opinions without being judged
and listen to and respect the views of others. I believe that we share a lot more
common ground than what divides us; let’s build on the positive and write off some
of our past disagreements as ancient history.
In writing this I have tried to give you an insight into what each of the video
postcards in the Institute’s Talking Heads project is about. There are many
messages in these videos, and I have only scratched the surface of all the great
information and knowledge contained within them, and of course I have written
about the bits that spoke to me. I found listening to other people’s interpretation
of facing the future inspiring and I think it did what it was intended to do and
got people excited for the conference which was then to come. There is so much
information portrayed in these video snippets that I couldn’t comment on it all,
so please do go and have a look at these as there may be other messages within
them that I have neglected to include, but may speak to you. They are each only
5-10 minutes long, give or take a few minutes, so why not watch one while having a
cup of tea (preferably with a biscuit or small slice of cake) or listen on the go whilst
walking the dog! You’ll find them all in the members section of the website on the
Herb Player.
Herbal Thymes Winter 2020/21
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Herbal Medicine Conference 2020

HMC 2020 was the first ever virtual conference hosted by the Institute and we
are pleased to report that it seems to have been a roaring success. After the
pandemic hit back in March 2020 the Institute Council, Staff and its Conference
Committee monitored the situation closely, not just to be best prepared to
assist our members through the months to come, but also to make some
tough decisions on our annual events - the conference and our AGM. As things
progressed the time came to make the decision, cancel and defer until 2021 or
go online. The Institute decided to go online and embrace the unknown. It was a
huge challenge, but I hope you agree it was definitely worth the risk.
The organisers aimed to create a jam packed program of live streamed talks
and presentations, mixed with synchronised recorded content to allow delegates
to make comments simultaneously as these were released live, and also created
Q&A experiences that took advantage of us being online and allowed us to get
responses from across the globe! Hats off to everyone involved in the planning
and delivery of both our AGM and HMC 2020 - you achieved what you set out
to do, and more! Record attendance at both events has certainly highlighted
that, just because we have always done some things a certain way, it doesn’t
always mean that these ways are the best ways. Whilst it is of course hoped that
we will return one day to hosting in-person, face-to-face events in the future, it
has certainly opened up our eyes to what can be achieved when you’re pushed
outside of your comfort zone.
Here are the words from our President - Phil Deakin as he opened HMC 2020
with this opening speech -

Friday October 9th 1.20 pm
Hello everyone, Phil here.
Are you all sitting comfortably? Then I’ll begin.
It’s good to see so many of you logged on for this year’s online herbal medicine
conference. I thought Whova was a type of vacuum cleaner until just recently.
Turns out that it’s an app. That’s an application, not an appliance, apparently. Of
course other cleaning appliances are available, but sometimes the original has a
lot to offer…
With that in mind, as President of the National Institute of Medical Herbalists it
is my immense privilege to welcome you all to our 156th Annual Medical Herbal
Conference. This is the first year that we have held it online, and although this
wasn’t entirely our choice, we are very excited by some of the opportunities that
this presents for us and our attendees.
I would like to start by saying a special hello to any new members who are
with us today, and also to our student members who are joining in with us here.
We know that as the new generation of herbalists, you are the future of herbal
medicine and we greet you and salute you as we face that future together with
great optimism. Welcome to your herbal family. It’s good to have you with us., and
16
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by the look of it, you seem to be making yourselves at home!
As always our herbal conference is open to all. It doesn’t matter if you’re not a
herbalist. I want to send big herbal greetings to all our friends and supporters.
We welcome all those with a true interest in the healing properties of plants, their
history, their traditions, their ecologies and sustainability, their cultivation and
preparation, and all the opportunities they provide us to address and improve
health and wellbeing. Welcome aboard. Come and join us. Share your passion,
your enthusiasm, and your appreciation with us.
Speaking of which, I would like to share with you a letter that we recently
received. In accordance with established Institute tradition at conference we have
once more relayed our loyal greetings to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II.
On 8th September 2020 her Private Secretary wrote to us, saying:
“The Queen has asked me to thank you for your kind letter of loyal greetings on
behalf of the Fellows and Members of the National Institute of Medical Herbalists,
sent on the occasion of your 156th annual conference which is being held online
from 9th to 11th October. Your kind words are valued and, in return Her Majesty
sends her best wishes to you all for a most memorable and enjoyable virtual
gathering”.
Wherever you stand on tradition, I think we all need a bit more ‘memorable and
enjoyable’ in our lives just now.
Since we met last year we have all been changed and challenged by the events
of the last eight months, and I want to once again send out warmest wishes of
support and encouragement on behalf of the Institute and our members, to
everyone whose life has been touched by the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic
and the responses to it.
Now, this is not a conference specifically about how the herbal community
is responding to the challenges and opportunities raised by the coronavirus
pandemic, but as our chosen theme is ‘facing the future’ it seems likely that this
will impact on many of the discussions and presentations we have for you over the
next few days. When it became clear to us earlier in the year that our traditional
face-to-face herbal get-together was no longer on the cards, we were faced with
a difficult choice of either cancelling completely, or moving everything online and
trying our best to provide a virtual event for the Institute. Clearly that’s what we
chose to do. Let me let you into a secret ...
We have never done this before.
This was a huge challenge, and even though we have had to learn so much, and
work so hard to make it happen, it feels right for us to use this as an opportunity
to start to rethink the way that we do things and try to reach out to become more
inclusive, flexible, and accessible to those who want to participate in our activities,
but perhaps weren’t able to before now, maybe because of travel issues, financial
constraints, mobility difficulties, or work or family commitments. So if you are an
International member or someone who has only been able to join us for the first
time this year, then a very special welcome to you, I’m sorry that it has taken us so
long to make this possible for you.
Maybe we needed a bit of a push to help us to step out of our comfort zone.
And it’s wonderful to see that we have people attending from more than 20
countries here today. I guess that this is probably an example of how all of us
have been looking at ways of turning the major challenges we are facing into
opportunities to adapt and innovate to find different ways of getting together for
working, learning, teaching, and socialising.
Herbal Thymes Winter 2020/21
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As far as this conference is concerned, we may not have got it entirely right. This
might not be exactly what you wanted. There will be glitches and unforeseen
problems, and I apologise in advance if some of our rough edges are visible. Do let
us know what you think. This is very new for us all.
But we have set out to try and provide not just a string of disembodied videos,
but some real opportunities for social interaction and exploration of all of the
resources being supplied by our speakers, panels, exhibitors, sponsors, and
you: our attendees. As well as the presentations themselves, there are written
resources and additional content accessible through numerous links provided
on the virtual platform. We are also using the online platform to announce our
annual prizes and awards here at the end of this afternoon. So do stay around for
that if you can. These will also be available to watch later.
You can use our virtual conference to introduce yourself and chat to others.
Say hello to your friends, make new friends, and even arrange your own virtual
meetings, just as you would do in a real-world conference setting. So if you are
planning on enjoying a glass of something this evening after the presentations
are over, why not invite your colleagues to join you on webcam for an online chat
with nibbles and drinkies? Maybe see you later in the bar… Sound good?
When you get the chance, it might be a good idea to spend some time
exploring the possibilities that our virtual conference provides for attendees both
on your web browser and on portable devices. Check out ‘Resources’ and ‘Whova
guides’ to see more. Have a good click around when you get the chance.
Earlier this year we put out our calls for speakers and were delighted to have so
many positive responses, we were almost overwhelmed.
But not quite…
As a result of the generosity and enthusiasm of our speakers, we decided to
expand our conference from two days to three days and have also created an
additional day of content in two weeks’ time with our special feature on ‘Herbal
Medicine and Society - Facing the Future Together’. Scheduled for Saturday 24th
October and included in the price of your conference ticket. The sessions are all
listed on the agenda.
I would like to thank all of our great speakers and presenters for their help and
commitment in supporting us in this new venture. You have been wonderful,
thank you all.
We are delighted to be able to bring you over 30 speakers and over 30 hours
of content. All of this is watchable in real time with opportunities for many live
interactive sessions, but for those of you who are unable to attend every seminar
this weekend, we are making everything freely available for you to watch online,
as many times as you want, over the next six months.
And a huge thank you to our sponsors, who have helped us to make all of this
possible by their generosity, either as named sponsors for the conference, or by
providing sponsorship for individual speakers. Click on our ‘sponsors’ link on the
conference webpage to find out more about them. Also our many exhibitors who
have provided information opportunities, product details, competitions, chat,
special conference offers that you can sign up for and discussion groups for you to
take part in. Again you can see them all by clicking on the ‘Exhibitors’ link.
If you get stuck with anything you can let us know by sending a message to the
‘Organisers of The Herbal Medicine Conference 2020’.
Well, I think it’s about time for us to get started now …
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New Year photo competition

COMPETITION
WINNER
Back in our Summer
Edition we gave
student members
the chance to win
a copy of Anne
Stobart’s book, The
Medicinal Forest
Garden Handbook,
which was kindly
donated by Frances
Watkins.
We are pleased
to announce
that our winner
was Betonica
student Anneliese
Lambeth-Mansell.
Congratulations
Anneliese, we
hope that you are
enjoying your prize!

Here is the picture that we used on New Year’s Day as an image to accompany
our message to members for 2021. It contains representations of twenty-five
medicinal herbal species. Look very carefully; can you spot and name all of them?

Questions
• Name all of the herbs that you can see represented in the picture
• For those herbs represented in the picture but not depicted on the cover of
the diary, give both the name of the herb and a signature phytochemical
compound for each one that you can identify

Bonus question
• What is the significance of the small silver pin brooch shown at the bottom of
the picture?
Please submit your entries by email to herbalthymes@nimh.org.uk as soon
as possible and no later than Saturday 20th March 2021, marking the subject of
your email as ‘photo competition’. This is also the deadline for submissions for
our Spring edition of the Herbal Thymes, so be sure to get your news, reviews,
and articles to us by then!
The three highest scoring entries will each win a prize of a copy of our limited
edition diary, with a special additional prize for correctly answering the bonus
question. In the event of a tie we will draw our three winners out of a hat
containing all of the highest scoring entries.
The decision of the judges is final. Start sending your entries in to us right now.
…and good luck!
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Canadian Herb Conference 2020
By Chanchal Cabrera

HMC 2020 allowed the Institute to connect with delegates from across the
world and helped to create new connections and re establish old ones that
were in need of having the cobwebs dusted away! It was inspiring to hear
from international herbalists and highlighted the need to embrace our
overseas colleagues from around the globe.
Conversations during the conference led to further discussions after the
event ended, which resulted in the Institute being able to offer members
discounts to both the American Herbalists Guild Symposium and the
Canadian Herb Conference which happened in weekends that followed.
Part of this meant that we also had a chance to catch up with Chanchal
Cabrera, well known herbalist, educator, and Fellow of the Institute. She was
busy putting together and finalising the finishing touches to the Canadian
Herb Conference, and kindly offered to share with us an article she had
written on this. Enjoy!
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens
can change the world. Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”
Margaret Mead
In early November 2020 over 340 Canadian herbalists and herb enthusiasts
gathered online for the first ever Canada-wide herbal conference - a three day
extravaganza of plant medicine. This was the culmination of over six months of
planning by three herbalists from British Columbia: Chanchal Cabrera, Colleen
Emery, and Yarrow Willard, who have previously been responsible for running
the Vancouver Island Herbal Gathering and the Kootenay Herb Conference
in alternating years. When it became apparent that the Kootenay Herb
Conference 2020 could not run in person, the organisers adjusted the plans and
took it nationwide.
Canada is a vast country, covering four time zones and stretching 5,514 km
east to west and 4,634 north to south, and it has never before been possible to
gather so many herb lovers together at one time – one of the silver linings of
Covid has been online meet ups!
The Canadian Herb Conference was run as a not-for-profit and there were
scholarships available for people on limited incomes. At the end of it all we
were successful in raising $20,000 for disbursal to seven provincial herbal
associations across the country as well the Canadian Council of Herbalist
Associations.
The conference opened with a keynote lecture by the renowned author and
botanist Diana Beresford Kroeger who spoke of the healing power of forests,
and described her 100 acre botanical sanctuary in Ontario. She also hosted a
private viewing of her award winning film ‘The Call of the Forest’.
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Following up from that were three days of lectures, three tracks running
concurrently, and there was plenty to choose from. Each day started with
a nature based meditation practice, and over the weekend there were
discussions on a wide range of topics including plants for lucid dreaming,
ethical wildcrafting, weaning off opioids using herbs, building a herb garden,
regenerative agriculture, interviews with herbal Elders, and making fire cider.
There were also several panel discussions on topics ranging from decolonising
herbal medicine, issues of sustainability, transparency and accountability in the
herbal supply chain, making a good living as a herbalist, prescribing medical
marijuana, and treating acute and long Covid19.
Pre-recorded and live 75-minute lectures, as well as a rolling series of prerecorded 20-minute presentations, allowed a large selection of teachers and
topics, and there were active chat boxes operating alongside. There was a
digital marketplace, a herb quiz with real prizes shipped out, and a raffle.
The event was successful beyond our wildest dreams and we are looking
forward to doing it again next year. Although herbalists are widely scattered,
the Canadian Herb Conference was a chance for many of us to meet for the
first time, sharing our love of plants and strategising for continued success in
our practices.

An overview of herbal medicine in Canada 2020
In Canada the practice of medicine is regulated by each province while the
products and medicines are regulated federally by central government.
Herbalists in Canada have no legal standing, no charter from King Henry VIII to
protect us, and no licensure. We have a tacit agreement with the Department
of Health to allow us to import bulk herbal materials and compound formulas
for clients but nothing formal, and the practice of medicine without a license
is illegal. We cannot make a diagnosis nor give prescriptions but we do make
wellness assessments and recommendations – playing with semantics feels
a bit like playing with fire, but notwithstanding that, herbalists have been
practising in Canada for decades and have not been challenged or prosecuted
to date.
Recognising that our best defence is excellence and quality in our work, in the
early 2000s herbalists from across the country got together to form an advisory
body – the Canadian Council of Herbalist Associations, with representation
from each province and a mandate to represent the needs of herbalists in
federal government decision making. Since that time, the CCHA has worked by
consensus to develop good practice guidelines that the provinces can adopt or
adapt as required. Code of conduct, scope of practice, code of ethics, dispute
resolution guidelines and educational standards have been created, including
a recommendation for minimum 500 hours of supervised clinical practicum, in
line with NIMH standards. This year the CCHA has completed a comprehensive
constitutional review and update.
A survey in November 2020 revealed significant progress in most provinces
in promoting professional herbal practice. Not all provinces have enough
practising herbalists to run an association, but where they do exist they are
strong and active. All provincial associations successfully ran online Annual
General Meetings this year and continued to manage continuing education
credit assessments for professional members.
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Provincial Round-up
Nova Scotia has a newly elected board and is busy planning distanced events
for spring 2021.
New Brunswick has created a series of video interviews featuring local
herbalists and has worked all year on translating all documents, including their
newsletter, into French.
Ontario has the largest population and the most professional herbalists
registered. The Ontario Herbalists Association has a new mentoring program
for beginner practitioners, a new bursary allowance for new graduates getting
started in practice, a new Professional Ethics Sub Committee and guidance
documents on disciplinary procedures, and has recently hired a General
Manager and Social Media Coordinator. With this renewal in the office has
come a series of ‘Herb Talks’ interviews with different herbalists, and a new
semi-annual ezine, The Herbalist’s Way. The first issue is available to everyone,
on the OHA website, and the second issue is about to be released, for all OHA
members. They also opened a community garden space for members.
Quebec has spent a lot of time this year reviewing and revising their
constitution and policies and procedures, and is in process of board renewal.
Alberta has lost several board members recently and is in process of board
renewal.
British Columbia is home to the oldest herbal association in North America
– founded in 1972. In 2020 the Association launched a new name, changing
‘Canadian Herbalists Association of BC’ to the ‘BC Herbalists Association’, a new
logo, and a new website with better member services. They also maintained
correspondence with the BC government regarding the continued access
to herbal medicines, updated the continuing education requirements for
professional members, and consulted with the BC Animal Owners Association
to coordinate a movement forward for non-veterinary practitioners to legally
work with animal healthcare in BC.

USEFUL LINKS
Herbal Associations Canadian Council of Herbalist Associations
https://herbalccha.org/
Canadian Herbalists Association of BC
http://www.chaofbc.ca
Alberta Herbalists Association
https://www.albertaherbalists.com
Ontario Herbalists Association
https://ontarioherbalists.ca/
Herbalist Association of Nova Scotia
http://herbalns.org/
Herbalist Association of New Brunswick
www.haofnb.ca
Quebec Herbal Association (Guilde des Herboristes)
http://www.guildedesherboristes.org/
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What advice would you give
the newly qualified version
of yourself now?
For many of us, last year gave us a chance to pause and reflect on life. The world
felt like it almost ground to a halt and familiar routines and plans were changed
beyond what anyone could have ever imagined. Whilst we shouldn’t live in the
past, it can be quite therapeutic, and a worthwhile exercise, to just stop once
in a while and take stock. Where do you want to be, what do you want to be
doing and how are you going to achieve these things? These are also questions
that many of us ask ourselves once finally finishing our qualification in herbal
medicine and looking at the options available. It’s not easy being a herbalist and
it can be a bit overwhelming when becoming newly qualified, so we asked a
range of Institute members what advice they would now give to newly qualified
versions of themselves. Here are their responses.

MICHAEL MCINTYRE
Graduated 1981 from the NIMH course run by Fred Fletcher
Hyde.
When I left university in 1968 I worked as a book publishing editor for several
London publishing houses. Some of my work was concerned with preparing
books and magazine articles on what was then termed ‘Fringe Medicine’ now
known as CAM - and in 1971 was also the editor on a seminal book that attacked
the growing use of sugar in commercial foods – Pure, White and Deadly by
Professor John Yudkin. These interesting aspects of my work influenced me in
seeking training as a herbalist and in 1973 I enrolled on the NIMH course, then
run by Fred Fletcher Hyde and his sons John and Arthur. My Greek mother had
always used herbs to treat my childhood minor ailments and I was profoundly
influenced by Maurice Mességué’s autobiography, Of Men and Plants, published
in 1972, and excited by the prospect of helping people through the medium of
medicinal plants.
With the benefit of hindsight, now looking back, I wish I had been a little
better equipped to enter the profession in 1981. In particular, I would have liked
to have had some training in biochemistry, the branch of science that explores
the chemical processes within and related to living organisms. It is a science
that brings together biology and chemistry and provides a fascinating window
into the actions and indications of medicinal plants. Unfortunately, despite the
fact that at school, I had very much enjoyed Chemistry and wanted to study
this subject at A level - as I was taking Arts subjects at A level, I was told that
the timetable precluded me taking a science subject in the sixth form. For this
reason, as I come to the later stages of my career as a herbalist, I am considering
doing an Open University biochemistry degree. I feel it would enhance my
understanding of the therapeutic possibilities of my materia medica.
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I have three daughters, two of whom have qualified as psychotherapists. I learnt
a lot from their studies over many years. My youngest daughter also did a degree
in psychology and helping her during her course of study benefitted me and
my patients. It would have been useful to have had some training in counselling
before launching into practice.
My advice to myself is to go wholeheartedly into the profession and never
doubt myself for a moment. My ambition is to see herbal medicine accepted by
the powers that be as a valuable aspect of healthcare, fully integrated in the UK
health system. The fact that after many years of work to this end, this failed to
happen does not mean I have given up the ambition for this to happen!

ELEANOR DEVEREAUX
Graduated 2008 from the University of Lincoln.
Ellie now teaches on the BSc Clinical Herbalism degree at Lincoln College.
She works in North Nottinghamshire and is involved in teaching community
courses and menopause workshops. Ellie offers educational sessions to women in
faith communities, particularly around mental health and women’s health issues.
This is what she would tell her newly qualified self.
1.	Take some rest. That degree was exhausting.
2.	Don’t be pressurised into practising before you are ready.
3.	Listen to your intuition if something doesn’t feel right. It might be about a
patient, a clinic environment or another person you’re working with. Don’t
waste too much time trying to make decisions if you already have a deeply felt
gut instinct - trust it and save yourself time and anguish.
4.	A professional medical herbalist does not necessarily need to work with
people in one to one consultations. It can be emotionally very draining. If you
don’t want to do that, find another way to be a herbalist. In fact, you don’t
have to try and make this your career at all. It’s your degree - you decide what
to do with it.
5.	Spend more time with plants. Sit with them, grow them, learn from them.
6.	Ask for help.
7.	Value yourself, your knowledge, and your education.
8.	Keep in touch with other herbalists.
9.	Prepare yourself for the negative attitude of some people. This is particularly
difficult if it’s family members.
10.	You have an incredible skill now. Keep learning and keep sharing that
knowledge.
Ellie also wanted to take this opportunity to share that she is extremely grateful
to her fellow students and the teachers who helped her become a herbalist.
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KARL BEDSON
Qualified in 2017 via College and University of Lincoln.
He practises as The Derbyshire Community Herbalist, though he is now getting
patients from across Britain, Ireland and beyond. Karl is also a lecturer and clinic
supervisor within the great team at his alma mater of Lincoln College teaching
the next generation of herbalists via the Clinical Herbalism BSc (Hons) degree,
and he is a proud personal tutor and marker within the Betonica herbal training
institute.
My first piece of advice is to look after yourself, especially if you have been a full
time student. You will likely crash to some degree after you no longer need to
summon the drive and energy for assignments, clinics, exams, classes, research
etc.
Start on an adaptogen (especially nutritive ones like Withania, Astragalus,
Codonopsis, Rehmannia, Ocimum, etc) /mushroom /tonic mix now, to reduce
the level of the crash. But also book some reduced activity months for yourself to
recover in the summer: be kind to yourself.
My second piece of advice is to not expect yourself to be a fully empowered,
effective, and finished medical herbalist post-exams. No herbalist knows
everything about herbs, ever, so give yourself space and time. Unless you have
already started a practice or are under vast financial need to start one, hold back.
Start to find out who you are and how you will practise with the herbs. Read
those books that spoke to you when you only had time to dip in for a quote or a
single aspect of knowledge for an assignment. Enrol on CPD events, talks and
seminars, meet local herbalists and join WhatsApp/ Facebook/ physical groups,
go on local herbal walks. Take friends and family on as patients, basically keeping
sharp and practising your continuing growth.
Basically, allow your brain to digest and ruminate on the degree’s huge info
dump, follow the extra knowledge you need, and network, whilst all this time
your body and mind are recovering and growing. Whether this takes a few
months to a year or so, when you start your practice in earnest you will be a more
complete new practitioner, you will be starting to treat your way and will be more
confident.
But remember, no herbalist, no matter how loud they shout or no matter how
many books they have released, knows more than a fraction of this great subject,
so do not beat yourself up for not knowing everything.
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DALBINDER BAINS
Graduated 2002 from School of Phytotherapy (affiliated with
University of Wales/ Herbal Medicine Degree).
Dalbinder practises in Liverpool and Manchester.
Collaboration, collaboration, collaboration.
Build a network that really understands what you do, and take time to fully
understand how they work so that the potential to cross-refer patients is clear.
I don’t just mean work in a multidisciplinary clinic, as although some of these
settings do work, lots don’t. Many therapists are focussed on building their own
businesses and may not understand how herbalists support their patients and
what the benefits are of herbal treatment.
Seek out therapists who would also be supporting your ‘ideal client’. Highlight
therapies whose work would complement your own, for example fertility
acupuncturists (if this is your area of interest/expertise), who may not be trained
in herbal medicine, but may welcome a coordinated approach to the patient’s
needs. There are many other complementary professionals who would be open
to working with herbalists; we just need to establish these connections. I have
rented a room for years in a physiotherapy centre and only recently have they
started to refer to me, despite my efforts to participate in joint projects. The
physiotherapists at this clinic are all self-employed (as many are), and they have
their own individual and group targets that they need to achieve, so are very
focussed on booking their own clinic and groups. Initially it seemed like we didn’t
really speak the same language, but what it actually boiled down to was just that
things had became lost in translation, understanding was confused, and that by
us just educating each other and explaining better to each other what it was we
actually did for our patients was all that was needed to make the connections we
were looking for. So for years I simply rented a room and only received occasional
referrals when I could have been taking advantage of having these other
therapists working on my doorstep! Lesson learnt.
I am now trying to change the way I work with them by understanding what
issues their core clients have, how they support these, and where and when I
may be able to support. I started building deeper relationships with the team
by attending their staff meetings and from looking collaboratively at specific
cases. This can be hard work with networking, emails, face-to-face when allowed,
and you may feel like you’re being a little pushy. However, these relationships
will support you and your clients long term and reward your efforts. You don’t
need to specialise, but start by targeting specific local groups of therapists that
you know have the potential for working with you. In return refer patients that
you have to others. A good example of this would be nutritionists, who are more
frequently being trained to use basic herbal formulas and may benefit from the
support of an expert.
Be persistent with your reaching out and/or marketing, and make sure that
you follow up your activity! For me personally reaching out to other herbalists,
nutritionists and local charities has promoted my work and nourished me,
as working alone doesn’t serve me. It can be hard work but the rewards are
immense. Good luck all x
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LAURA STANNARD FNIMH
Graduated 1994, from the College of Phytotherapy,
Tutorial course.
Herbalist, former NIMH Council member and former President.
Being asked to write a few words of advice to my newly qualified self is an
interesting idea. All those patronising words I might say - like don’t make the
mistakes I made. You won’t make the mistakes I made, because they’re my
mistakes, and what I learnt from them has made me who I am today.
So what would I advise my newly qualified self - exactly the same as I would
advise myself now, after 26 years in practice:
• Decide what success means to you. It’s different for every person.
• Make time for yourself. You have to look after yourself first because you are no
use to anyone else if you’re not in good health, mentally, physically, emotionally
and spiritually. When in doubt about anything, go for a walk. Do something for
yourself regularly and keep that time sacrosanct.
• Work ON your business as well as IN it - you’re likely to be everything from CEO
to cleaner, as well as being the herbalist. You need to devote some time each
week for promotional work, and even accounts and bookkeeping. And make
sure you have a system to record your ROI - Return On Investment. Ask every
patient or enquirer how they found you; if you don’t keep track of this, you won’t
know what is working and what is not. Make a regular commitment to work on
your business.
• Set boundaries. You do not run a service 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. Let
patients know when (and how) they can contact you. Don’t reply to anything
outside office or contact hours. It’s a privilege to consult with you - make sure
every patient knows it. Patients are paying for your service, so value it. When you
are not ‘at work’, don’t work. You would give a patient that advice, so walk the
walk.
• Spend time with other herbalists. This can be an isolating profession, so make
sure you keep in contact with like-minded people.
• Have a support network (and life) beyond herbal medicine and fellow herbalists.
• Remind yourself often that being a herbalist is crucial work. You may never know
how much someone values you, or what a difference you have made to their
lives. In a similar way, somebody somewhere needs you, and only you and what
you have to offer. Remember this if you have difficult times.
• In difficult times, remind yourself why you are a herbalist. Write about being a
herbalist, grow some plants, go for a walk. There is medicine everywhere - people
are surrounded by medicines but don’t know it. You do. Your job is to educate
them as well as treat them.
28
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JULIAN BARKER FNIMH
Graduated 1982, the first cohort from the School of Herbal
Medicine.
Herbalist and author based in West Sussex.
I am glad that I did take the advice I gave myself at the time of my qualification
as a Member of NIMH in 1982, which was:
• Never say ‘no’ to a request to talk to a group, however small, remote and
inconvenient, about herbal medicine and your own practice.
• Make the appointments with your patients the most important part of your day,
coming second only to parental duties. The quality of your attention is your gift
to the patient and to your future success.
• Improvise and personalise each encounter and do not rely on formulaic
prescriptions, but conversely have a robust and formalised clinical process in
place. This places great store by good record keeping which lays the foundation
for audit and personal CPD and permits communication with other healthcare
professionals.
• I was glad that I had elected to train and qualify in therapeutic massage before
graduation which I consider almost necessary to good clinical practice.
I learnt early the value of staying in one spot and becoming a recognised part
of that community. The temptation to spread yourself about and even become
peripatetic looks like an optimising strategy but I think the opposite: that it
dilutes your efforts, much of which will become engaged in added administrative
burdens and journey time. Putting yourself about might also seem to advertise a
lack of self–belief.
I am sorry that I did not pay enough heed to something I still tell myself:
• Listen more and talk less.
A question that is still open:
I invested a large part of my income in renting expensive premises which I
think contributed greatly to the rapid growth of my practice. It was put to me
then that if I were to upsize my personal domestic mortgage, and practise from
home, I would have avoided these high costs and invested in my own future
rather than in a landlord’s. Against that, I could never have afforded to have lived
in prime urban settings that attracted patients by their central location and
ease of transport. Besides, I have never practised from home and still want that
separation between professional and domestic.
Although I still don’t have an answer to that question, it was too late for me to
take the advice which I wish had been given me:
• Form a cooperative with up to seven other herbalists, some of whom you
studied with and whose friendship you can trust, and set up premises
dedicated to the Practice of phytotherapy and the Dispensary of herbal
medicines, subletting some sessions perhaps to acupuncturists, osteopaths
and massage therapists and also a medical doctor, to allow for cross fertilisation
between the participants in the centre.
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ROSEMARY WESTLAKE
Qualified in 1994 from the School of Phytotherapy.
Practises in Cardiff. Former Council member and former Vice
President of the Institute.
Being in practice means that you are in business too. Make sure what you do in
your business is moving it forward, and know your worth, don’t sell yourself short.
Be strict with tasks, be decisive and have a deadline. Ask yourself, can
something be delegated, or is it something that has to be done, or can it be
dumped?
When things get tough and maybe go wrong, remember why you became a
herbalist. Focus on keeping going, because you can’t move forward if you keep
looking backwards.
When you qualify, you have a head full of knowledge, but it is in the practice
that you learn. Your patients will be your teachers.
Define what success means to you. Is it just the money in your back pocket? Or
is it knowing that you’ve helped someone, made them feel better than they have
in ages, or the card you receive saying ‘thank you for listening and not making
me feel like an idiot’?
Be kind to yourself. It’s easy to take on too much. We are a caring profession
but can’t be our best if we don’t look after ourselves. Sometimes you need to be
‘selfish’ to be your best for others.
Being a solo therapist can be lonely, so keep in touch with fellow herbalists.
If you only earn money when you see a patient, what would happen if you
couldn’t see them, e.g. if you were ill for a length of time or you decided to have
an extended break. How would you maintain an income? Explore ways of
creating a passive income to help you should those situations arise. Ask yourself
what other skills you have that could be used to push your practice forward.
Believe in yourself. If you didn’t know your stuff, you wouldn’t have made it as a
professional herbalist.
Be confident, even if you don’t feel like it, e.g. when giving a talk or a
presentation, if you know only 5% more than the people in the room, you’re the
expert!
Network.
Thank you to all our contributors to this piece. Some great words of advice
there, I hope you agree. There are many ways to become a successful
herbalist. Find your own path and travel down it at a speed that you are
comfortable with. You have completed your training, now it’s time to become
a herbalist ...
30
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The Reading Room
sponsored by Aeon Books

Aeon Books aims to give practitioners access to the best in contemporary
herbal thought and information and to provide a platform for authors to share
their knowledge. We are always looking for new book proposals so please do
get in touch if you have an idea you’d like to work with us on.
Last year saw a host of new titles coming out including Native Healers by
Anita Ralph and Mary Tassell; Self-Sufficient Herbalism by Lucy Jones; Human
Health and its Maintenance with the Aid of Medicinal Plants by Julian Barker;
The Secret Life of Chocolate by Marcos Patchett; Your Holistic Business Recipe
by Helen Harding; Conversations with Plants by Nikki Darrell; Your Period
Handbook by Natasha Richardson, and an updated edition of Women Healers
Through History by Elisabeth Brooke.
We are looking forward to the year ahead and have some exciting projects
to bring to fruition. These include Functional Herbal Therapy – the ground
breaking new book by Kerry Bone; The Handbook of Constitutional and
Energetic Herbal Medicine by Andrew Stableford; The Humoral Herbal
by Stephen Taylor; the beautifully illustrated Wild Apothecary by Amaia
Dadachanji; Herbal Medicine and Reproductive Health by Marie Reilly; The
Tree Dispensary by Christina Stapley; a collection of notes and teachings from
Christopher Hedley, edited by Guy Waddell (title TBC); The CBD Handbook by
Karen Mallion; Sleep: The Elixir of Life by Christine Herbert; and many more.
Make some space on your bookshelves and join our mailing list via our
website to be kept up to date with all our latest offers, discounts and news.
Thanks to Institute members for your continuing support and to all of our
authors for their dedication.
Melinda McDougall & Oliver Rathbone
aeonbooks.co.uk
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REGIONAL GROUPS

What’s growing near you?
The Herbal Thymes Team asked all our regional group coordinators for any updates
that they may have since our last edition. Here are the responses we had from some
of our regional group coordinators.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Schia reports that this group has been on Zoom since March last year. She
shares that it hasn’t been as good as in person (less opportunity for nibbling!!) but
it’s been much better than nothing. This move to a virtual meeting space has
also meant that it’s been easier for some of those further away to join in, so not all
bad. Although the meetings generally consist of many of the same old stalwarts,
some meetings have only had four attend, but some have had more. Schia adds
that it’s been lovely to be able to stay in touch and even just to moan about how
strange everything is!! I’m sure that many of us can relate to that.

DEVON
This group kindly responded with Peter sending us the minutes of their last
meeting back in December.
Monday Dec 8th
Meeting at Bowden Community Centre, Totnes
Present: Peter Neumann, Pam Rogers, Sara Hills, Katie Riley
Notes by sarajanehills@gmail.com
Welcome to Katie; 4th year student at The School of Herbal Medicine, travelling
down from Crediton. I made it worth her while by offering her some fresh
venison for Christmas from a great Devon gamekeeper I know!
Peter had the log fire going and some hot spiced apple juice. We heated some
mince pies on the stove; the scene was set….
Patients: We discussed one of Peter’s patients, a young working man who
coughs a lot of sputum every morning, diagnosed with bronchiectasis. It seems
that the critical issue is to avoid further infections. The prescription includes
Usnea, Marrubium, Chondrus crispus, Echinacea, Plantago, Verbascum, Inula,
Thyme and Sanguinaria. There are concerns about high blood pressure: Peter
is wondering about adding Coleus. Suggestions were made for a massage oil
too for chest and back including Peppermint, Eucalyptus, Tea tree, Rosemary,
Camphor and Lavender.
Sara talked about one of her patients: a young girl with chronic fatigue
syndrome, and mentioned a practical book she’s found helpful with managing
energy levels: Fighting Fatigue by Sue Pemberton and Catherine Berry.
Another patient of Sara’s who had asthma type of allergy problems, seemingly
related to where she was living – in an old farmhouse (living there was when
the symptoms started) had also consulted a nutritionist and been given
home testing kits, showing sub-optimal levels of Vitamin D. Sara asked about
laboratories and if anyone had experience of testing for SIBO/candida/ gut
dysbiosis and interpreting results – Pam suggested York Laboratories and Peter
32
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remembered there had been a seminar on test results not long ago. It was felt
that this can be an expensive line of enquiry and we’d have to feel confident it
was justified.
Charging for phone consultations: A rate of £40 an hour for the practitioners’
time was agreed to be acceptable to both parties, excluding charges for clinic
space for face to face consultations.
Mills and Bone Webinar Post Covid: Sara had subscribed to this but not yet
watched it. We speculated if there had been discussion about vaccination and
Peter remembered that there used to be a pre-vaccination protocol two weeks
before and two weeks after, taking Iris versicolor and Viola tricolor as drop doses,
maybe 20gtt, tds. (Interesting that the very next day; Dec 9th, it was announced
that there had been a couple of allergic reactions from two NHS workers.) Maybe
something could be included to alleviate fear of the vaccination itself; Thuja is
used homoeopathically. We all agreed that Simon Mills’ diagram on layers of
defence (Mills and Bone first webinar) was a great representation of the immune
system.
NIMH online conference: We discussed some of the presentations including
Matthew Wood’s. Katie asked if there were accessible write ups, as with the
Oxford Real Farming Conference.
Herb walk: Peter showed us around the “Earth Medicine Collective” volunteer
herb garden just as the sun was going down. There were still quite a few of our
herb friends to see, including Chelidonium.
Their next meeting: via ‘Zoom’, Monday January 18th 3pm, will be hosted by
Peter@touchfire.co.uk - Devon or near to Devon herbalists welcome, just request
to be added to their email list to be ‘invited’.

E.DORSET/S.WILTS/W.HAMPSHIRE
Gemma Wild, coordinator for this region has asked us to remind members in
this geographical region to get in touch. She would welcome a get-together of
herbalists in this area when restrictions allow. Her contact details can be found in
the information pages at the back of this edition.

HAMPSHIRE/E.SURREY
Kate Parker responded to say that her Hampshire group this year met online a
few times due to the COVID restrictions and their family members needing some
of them to be careful.
During their virtual meetups they talked about the latest information coming
out at the beginning of the pandemic, their thoughts and actions. She herself
had started to see the odd patient with acute COVID. They have offered support
to each other with regard to the challenges that we all individually face with
either isolation, or childcare, or working, or caring for family. They are a great
group who have a super connection and are so supportive towards each other.
Over the summer, they took a break then had one more meeting and at this
point were simply touching base with each other. They discussed the situation
and brought each other up to speed with what they had read etc., including the
long COVID patients that Kate was starting to see.
They are looking to start again in January, probably online whilst they support
each other.
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INTERNATIONAL
Kerry got back to us to say that due to vast geographical distances between
members, it is difficult to arrange meetings, so international members do not
meet up and have infrequent communications. This is something that the
Institute hopes to address. She added that it would be good if the Institute could
do something more for International members, not just in Canada (where she
is based) and the US but also those even further away: Australia, New Zealand,
Japan, Libya, Saudi Arabia, Israel, South Africa, Singapore, Barbados, Jamaica. Not
to mention the EU as well! Kerry also wrote to say how great it was to have access
to the conference this year and congratulated the Institute on making more CPD
lectures available via Zoom. All big steps in the right direction, with hopefully
many more to come.
Here is a copy of an email we received from Kerry which has helped give us an
insight as to how the Institute’s international members may have been feeling in
the past and how the recent changes are making a difference. This also creates a
great starting point for us to further improve our services.
Dear Phil, James and everyone else who made the 2020 conference
such an amazing success,
Belatedly: thank you. Thank you. Thank you.
Since joining the NIMH in 2001, I have asked the council on many
occasions to be more inclusive of international members so that those
overseas might be able to participate in CPD events and Conferences.
Indeed, for many years it was close to impossible even to vote as election
materials would arrive too late for the post to meet the deadline!
Nonetheless, one can now vote, update the register and pay subs
online: wonderful. The past couple of years have seen the beginning of
CPD events via webcam and better still, webinar/Zoom: fabulous. And
now Conference. I can’t even begin to express my gratitude. Hopefully,
one day there will be a full complement of recorded Conference lectures,
CPD events and lecture notes available on the NIMH website alongside
back issues of Herbal Thymes and the European Journal of Medicine - on
this point, the Member Zone is a really great start: thank you. I also hope
one day we will see more international members participate in NIMH
committees; this remains to be seen.
For years I have heard those overseas say that they felt little connection
to the NIMH as aside from the right to use the initials MNIMH, they
were unable to take advantage of CPD and Conference, given travel
and associated (often exorbitant) expense. The changes made so far
that have culminated with this year’s Conference should go a long way
to helping these isolated herbalists feel that they now are a part of a
greater supportive entity. Again, many thanks.
Best wishes,
Kerry Hackett
Have you any local
news? Send your
news, stories and
updates to the Team
at herbalthymes.org.
uk. We would love to
hear from you.
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In response to the feedback we received from Kerry the Institute will be
working with her this year to see what can be done to better support our
International members. If you are an International member and would
like to contribute to this conversation, then please send your thoughts to
Emma Barker at hgs@nimh.org.uk.
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Amazon Emergency

Mayasuni Heath on her campaign to support the indigenous Shipibo in the Peruvian
Amazon with integrated medicine during the pandemic.

Me, age 3, living
among the
Ashaninka in the
central forest of the
Peruvian Amazon.
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In March, I found myself in lockdown in a tiny village high in the snowy
mountains of Austria. My Austrian husband and I had decided to take our young
daughter to the Alps so she could experience a school term there. Little did we
know that seven months would pass before our return to England.
Within hours of the lockdown, ski lifts ground to a halt, tourists were urgently
ordered to leave, and rented skis and boots lay abandoned. The village became
silent. Police cars patrolled the village of 2000 residents and concrete barriers
blocked anyone coming in or out, including delivery of parcels. We realised that
Covid-19 was coming over the mountain range from Italy and was likely to spread
across Europe. We made our decision to stay, surrounded by beautiful nature,
rather than return to London.
The next two weeks were psychologically demanding as we monitored for
symptoms and heard overhead the chop-chop sound of the air ambulance
landing in gardens and whisking the infirm to hospital. Instinctively, a prayer was
recited. Our lockdown was prolonged for a further month. Silently, we watched
spring unfold in the Alps.
My husband, who has a history of autoimmune disease and pneumonia, was
running low on tinctures. UPS refused to deliver – and months later I discovered
they had destroyed our parcels. Our beloved border terrier escaped up the
mountain behind our home and returned in the arms of the local pharmacist.
She listened to my quandary and without hesitation, for the first time in her
career, ordered capsules and tinctures and mixed them herself. The progressive
village pharmacist impressed me.
As May began, I was inundated with news from activists, friends, and family
in the Peruvian Amazon reporting the precarious situation of my father’s tribe:
the Shipibo of the Ucayali region of the central Peruvian Amazon. Covid-19 had
arrived in the jungle. The vulnerability of the indigenous population to the virus
was very high and help from the government was almost non-existent. Many
were already dying.
I’m the daughter of the Shipibo nation through my father’s lineage. My early
childhood was spent in the Amazon among my father’s people and later among
the Ashaninka. Civil war in the 80’s forced my English mother to flee Peru,
taking my twin brother and me with her. My father stayed with his kinsmen.
My spiritual home is Peru. To envisage a future without our wise elders holding
the knowledge passed by our forefathers and risk losing unique knowledge
of Amazonian healing traditions and their vision of the world felt bleak for
humanity.
The local hospital of the region became quickly overwhelmed with no basic
medicine left, including paracetamol. Over 80% of the people in the surrounding
area were infected with Covid-19. Indigenous people travelled for days by canoe
on the river only to die on the steps of the regional hospital.
In the Alps, forests of Spruce and Beech and mountain peaks loomed ahead.
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Bio security tests
delivered to Shipibo
communities with
support of a local
NGO.

Storage of
allopathic medicine.

I called upon my ancestors for guidance. I took the plunge to make a personal
appeal on two online fundraising platforms. This was life and death for so many
indigenous people - already marginalised and often forgotten. My fear of putting
my head above the parapet and awkwardness about asking for money didn’t
compare to their suffering.
My initial target was £5000 but within two weeks, an incredible £50,000 had
been raised. Recognising the challenging time all over the world, I did not
imagine such an impressive and immediate response. I was deeply moved by
the concern, generosity and willingness of people to help. GoFundMe employees
nominated my fundraiser for their Give Back programme, giving the appeal
a big financial boost. Fussy donors who wanted detailed bespoke proposals
for funding had to wait. I was a one-woman show with only an iPhone, up a
mountain with sporadic Wi-Fi connection and not enough hours in the day to
juggle my daughter’s home schooling, cooking twice daily to keep the family
morale high, and the mandatory dog walks.
The next hurdle was how to disburse the funds reliably and swiftly. I spent long
hours on the phone strategising with experts, doctors, and anthropologists.
Dr Aoife Bennett, Research Associate at the University of Oxford and Research
Scholar at the local National Intercultural University of the Amazon (UNIA), was
selected to coordinate and deliver food and relief medicine. With her beautiful
Irish accent and experience of living for ten years in the Amazon, she showed
initiative, determination, bravery ,and importantly had a strong local network.
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Volunteer helping
to lift 40kg bags
of food and relief
medicine ready to
drive to the local
river port.

Trouble on the river.

Loading the lancha
with humanitarian
aid to isolated
communities in the
Ucayali.

Dr Aoife Bennett
personally delivering
emergency
humanitarian aid with
local volunteers.
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Seventeen of her university colleagues had died from Covid-19, which propelled
her to work on local relief efforts.
With the wonderful support of local volunteers, the navy, indigenous
federations and Aoife’s hands-on approach, she was able to enter isolated
reservation areas by following strict Covid-19 protocol. Basic food necessities and
relief medicine were delivered in 40kg packs – enough to feed and support 1000
Shipibo for one month. Our greatest expense was the cost of fuel and motorboat
hire.
Another two boat trips of humanitarian aid followed, with 24-hour protection
from local pirates and drug cartels. I was humbled to know that everyone’s
donation, large or small, made this major effort on the other side of the world
possible to bring relief to communities in a region decimated by the virus.
While Aoife successfully sourced all allopathic medicines locally, a respected
Shipibo healer provided traditional plant-based remedies. The pandemic allowed
the indigenous people to return to their traditional knowledge of medicinal
plants to alleviate some symptoms. They favoured a flowering plant from the
pepper family – Matico (Piper aduncun) – for symptom relief. Traditionally used as
a decongestant in influenza, it is also antiseptic, antibacterial, astringent and antiinflammatory. Four leaves of Matico are boiled with a lemon cut into quarters,
and then drunk throughout the day – or used as a steam bath. Eucalyptus
and Mucura are also used to relieve respiratory congestion; while Cat’s Claw
and Coca are helpful as anti-inflammatories and immune support. The use
of herbal medicine did not provide a cure for the virus but became the basis
for the Shipibo’s survival. It also allowed for the empowerment of indigenous
communities by encouraging self-sufficiency through the use of traditional
medicine.
Following the emergency delivery of food and medical supplies to the Shipibo
communities via river, we directed our attention to the longer term, collaborating
with the Shipibo federation to work on a pilot scheme combining traditional
and allopathic medicine. The Shipibo nation requested that pre-existing health
posts be restored as ‘integrated health centres’, re-equipped and stocked with
medicine.
The health providers at these posts are to be trained in both the disciplines of
Western primary healthcare and traditional plant-based medicine, relying on
local herbalists respected by the community. The health providers will determine
the most suitable options to help their patients.
We have put together three kits for them to use filled with medicine for
common ailments found among the indigenous people of the Ucayali: infections
of the respiratory, intestinal and urinary systems; gynaecological conditions; oral
cavity disease; anaemia; parasite infestation; Dengue fever, and snake bite. The
kits include pharmaceuticals alongside native medicinal plants, roots, vines and
barks.
The next step is to work on a funding proposal to set up the centres so they
can support all communities including indigenous and local river people in
the Ucayali region. The long-term solution resides in better training of local
indigenous health providers, improved planning for essential medical supplies
in the communities, and the recognition of the role of expert practitioners of
traditional herbal healing.
This week, Aoife alerted me that the local radio channel ‘Actualidad Indigena’
stopped broadcasting a month ago due to lack of funds. We have extended
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The mandatory dog walk in the Austrian Alps
with my daughter and our beloved border
terrier. In the peaks of the mountains trying to
coordinate aid to reach the forest people.

Iron fortified biscuits for children. Anaemia is one of the most
prevalent nutritional problems in the Amazon region of Peru.

Three medical kits waiting to be filled with allopathic and
herbal medicine ready for the pilot project requested by the
Shipibo people.
Arrival of relief packs
on the banks of the
river. This Shipibo
woman said to Aoife,
‘Many come here to
do this or the other
and when they come
to support us we are
grateful and we try
to collaborate. But
you are different, you
are living among us,
sharing our life with
us. You are humble
but strong.’

support for three further months for this crucial form of communication for
isolated communities.
In Aoife’s words ‘a lot of collaboration between people and institutions that
don’t normally interact came together during the crisis. There are a lot of positive
changes, a feeling of empowerment on the part of local indigenous people.
There is undeniably a profound sadness too, a type of grief that is tangible and
omnipresent, but somehow sharing it seems to help us all keep going.’
This year taught me flexibility, patience, and determination. I am humbled by
people’s magnanimity. Surrounded by the majesty of the Alps, they gave me
strength and self-belief to find a way to support a marginalised group of people
in the jungle - where there’s a will there’s a way.
I am very grateful to all the Institute Members who have already contributed
but if you haven’t done so yet, please don’t delay as we work towards setting up a
three-year project to create integrated healthcare centres in the Amazon. Please
go to: www.gogundme.com/f/shipibo-tribe-peruvian-amazon
A personal thank you to John Beauclerk, chairman of the Anglo-Peruvian
society, who was instrumental, my NIMH mentor Stephen Taylor for his
encouragement and support, to my teacher Marcos Patchett, and to Melinda
McDougall and Oliver Rathbone for their fellowship and friendship.
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In December we were delighted
to announce our Member
Assistance Programme (MAP),
and we are pleased that this
support is now available to all
members, whether practising,
non-practising, retired,
international or student.
This service is available
completely free of charge and
may also be used by family
members if they find themselves
in need of some help (spouses,
civil partners, partners and any
legal dependant who lives in the
same household, is in full time
education and is under the age
of 21 years).
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In challenging times it can
sometimes be difficult to know
where to turn to for help and
advice, and taking that first
step to reach out for emotional
or practical support can be
difficult - our MAP means that
support is available whenever
you might need it
Our free Member Assistance
Programme (MAP) is provided
by Health Assured, a leading
specialist in personal support
services. A single freephone
phone call can put you in touch
with their confidential support
and guidance experts 24/7,
365 days of the year, so help is

always there at a time which
suits you.
The programme includes
the 24/7 helpline, as well as
an online portal full of health,
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wellbeing and practical advice,
and an app that you can
personalise to get advice and
support relevant to you. Our
MAP page on the Herbal Hub
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has full details of how to access
these, and more information on
the types of support available.
We hope that this programme
will make navigating these

challenging times a little easier
for our members, but if there is
anything specific we can offer
further support with please do
get in touch.
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student editorial

Note from the student-editor:
By Jean-Louis Riols

Namaste Herbalist,
2021 has started locked down and with rigorous restrictions again. Empty
platforms, empty trains have become for many the usual here in London and
fearful looks wherever too many people gather.
In these times of promoted fear and separation, we herbalists prefer Faith and
Unity as we know better that indeed our sisters, our brothers, our mother and
father need us, but also count on us more and more. The Earth and the animals
need us. The Past, The Present and The Future need us. We are one of the links
with the natural world, with the terrain.
We can help truly, All is synergy
We are Herbalists, anchored in thousand years tradition, attuned to nature
communications and educated to a high standard in modern dis-eases,
biochemistry, research, and technologies.
We are Medical Generalists
Therefore, there is no better time
to bring to the forefront every
means of unifying our Herbal
Family for the highest good of
Everything and Everyone.
In that regard, The Herbalist
Waistcoat (as historically
practised) was proposed and
lately accepted with 62.16% of the
votes in favour.
Thank you to everyone who voted and participated in the Institute 2020
Conference forum on the subject. It opened such interesting interactions,
understandings and visions.
I now leave it to The Institute for the next steps toward finalising The Herbalist
Waistcoat.
Thank you All again
In this issue, you will find:
• Anita’s article on Natural and Effective Antimicrobials found also in our kitchen
• Thyme: its history and repertory of uses
• Quirky and interesting herbal landmark: The Eden Project, a little photo-album
• NIMH, The Institute 2020 Annual Conference - An Overview
• The Canadian Herb Conference 2020 - A Review
I wish you all a Fantastic New Year 2021,
United in Spirit for a Better World for All
Keep Safe, Healthy, Natural, Loving, Real and Rooted.

Jean-Louis
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Overview of the institute’s first
virtual conference. HMC 2020
By Jean-Louis Riols

The Institute’s first virtual conference was a success. Over 600 herbal-lovers
joined from all around the globe. So many people have participated, shared
and created interesting topics and discussions in support of all the wonderful,
experienced speakers who distributed some of their knowledge wisely and
widely. It was enlightening.
Here is a memory of all the topics created in the community section on the
Whova platform:
• Organiser Announcements
• Ask Organisers Anything
• Meet-ups & Virtual Meets that allowed camera/chat private parties
• Exhibitor Showcase:
- Aeon Books - https://www.aeonbooks.co.uk
- Cannamedica - https://www.cannamedica.co.uk
- Into the Wylde - https://intothewylde.com
- NIMH - https://nimh.org.uk
- Nature’s Laboratory – http://herbalapothecaryuk.com/
- Herb Society – http://herbsociety.org.uk
- Original Alternative – https://theoriginalalternativeofficial.com/
• Break the ice helped everyone to introduce themselves and greet others
• Class of 2010 & 2011 – University of Westminster
• Email list – do you have one?
• Herbal medicine student, a place to meet and connect in-between students
• Help me create my ideal library
The books that were listed were:
Medical Herbalism – David Hoffman
Principles and Practice of Phytotherapy – Kerry Bone & Simon Mills
Medicinal Herbs, Quick Reference Guide – Julieta Criollo
Bartram’s Encyclopedia of Herbal Medicine – Bartram
A Clinical Guide to Blending Liquid Herbs – Kerry Bone
The Earthwise series – Matthew Wood
The Practicing Herbalist – Margi Flint
Herbal Medication: A Clinical and Dispensary Handbook – Priest & Priest
Harrop’s Herb Identifier
Herbal Formularies for Professionals – Jill Stansbury
Botanical Medicine for Women’s Health, Health and Women – Avira Romm
Hormones and the Menstrual Cycle – Ruth Trickey
Anatomy and Physiology in Health and Illness – Ross and Wilson
John Gerard’s Herbal Book
Self-sufficient Herbalism – Lucy Jones
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• Session Q&A
• Herbal/natural cosmetics products
• Students & Practitioners in Wales
• Fertility Support gauged successfully for who would be interested in a
webinar on this topic
• Herbalists Without Borders Volunteers helped to spread the word and to
recruit new volunteers
• UK laws about the title ‘Herbalist’, discussion brought the topic to a close.
• Websites – delegates were invited to share links to their own websites:
www.herbalmedicinelincoln.com – Martin Schoenbeck MNIMH
www.vanaspati.co.uk – Varsha Soneji
www.plantingradiance.com – Zhyfhs Millicent
www.abraherbs.com – Abrah Arneson
www.christinedennis.ca – Christine Dennis
www.the-herbal-alchemist.ie – Katie Persons
www.noretherapies.ie – Delia Lowery
www.wright4u.org – Sarah Wright
https://www.trossachswildapothecary.com - Rox Madeira
www.rosiehope.com – Rosie Gregory
www.themedicalherbalist.co.uk – Laura Stannard
www.ajherbals.co.uk – Ann E. Jones
www.maggieokeeffeherbalist.com – Maggie O’Keeffe
• Students and Ex-Students: Herbal Medicine Inter-School WhatsApp group
was created to follow communication and unity - you can join at:
https://chat.whatsapp.com/GaDTn7v1ZRR8QN0xb3Vfvs
From this group many have created local groups:
London: https://chat.whatsapp.com/INIvr5D7fsCFxuY2pamo3F
Berkshire https://chat.whatsapp.com/IpwinmLN8d2CJB3vboG9HM
Midlands https://chat.whatsapp.com/ESjYyeJdvR07Zvs1070CMK
Scottish https://chat.whatsapp.com/KqCgOarJ41F9sYHNmIWZ7Q
Sheffield/South Yorkshire https://chat.whatsapp.com/CqjGmbVZcPXKGxAiTPT8DP
• Game: Name a herb – Alphabetical order
First list:
Achillea
Betonica, Burdock, Barberry
Cannabis, Catnip, Calamus, Cardamon, Cascara, Chickweed
Dandelion, Daisy
Echinacea, Elder, Eleutherococcus senticosus, Elymus repens
Filipendula ulmaria, Foeniculum vulgare, Fucus vesiculosus
Galium aparine, Galega officinalis, Gentiana lutea
Hypericum, Harpagophytum, Hyssopus
Inula helenium
Juglans nigra
Kratom
Lactuca virosa
Lavandula
Nutmeg, Nigella sativa
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Olea europaea, Ocimum
Prunella vulgaris, Pulmonaria officinalis
Quercus robur
Rhodiola rosea, Rubus idaeus
Sambucus nigra, Stellaria, Scutellaria
Tilia x europaea, Tussilago
Ulmus fulva, Uncaria tomentosa
Viola tricolor, Viola odorata, Viburnum opulus, Vaccinium, Vitex, Valeriana
Withania, Wintergreen, Willow, Wormwood
Xanthox
Yarrow
Zea mays
Second list: includes second letter
Achillea
Acorus
Alchemilla
Althaea
Anemone
Apium graveolens
Arctostaphylos uva-ursi
Aquilegia vulgaris
Argentina anserina
Arnica montana
Artemisia absinthium
Artemisia annua
Asclepias tuberosa
Astragalus membranaceus
Asparagus racemosus
Avena sativa
Azadirachta indica
Baptisia tinctoria
Barosma betulina
Bellis perennis
Berberis aquifolium
Berberis vulgaris
Bistorta officinalis
Borago officinalis
Boswellia serrata
Capsella bursa-pastoris
Carduus marianus
Cascara sagrada
Centella asiatica
Cetraria islandica
Citrus benedictus
Cnidium monnieri
Codonopsis pilosula
Coleus barbatus
Coleus forskohlii
Commiphora myrrha
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Commiphora guggul
Convallaria majalis
Coptis japonica
Cordyceps militaris
Corydalis yanhusuo
Coriandrum sativum
Crataegus sp
Crataeva nurvala
Cuminum cyminum
Curcuma longa
Cynara scolymus
Daucus carota
Datura stramonium
Digitalis purpurea
Dioscorea villosa
Dipsacus fullonum
Echinacea angustifolia
Elettaria cardamomum
Eleutherococcus senticosus
Ephedra sinica
Epimedium sagittatum
Equisetum arvense
Eschscholzia californica
Eupatorium perfoliatum
Euphrasia officinalis
Fumaria officinalis
Fucus vesicularis
Galega officinalis
Galium aparine
Ganoderma lucidum
Gentiana lutea
Ginkgo biloba
Glechoma hederacea
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• Where do you buy herbs and commercial products?
- Planta Medica
- Rutland
- Avicenna
- Mediherb
- Baldwins
- Napier
- Panacea
- Medicine Tree
- Shanbally Dispensary
- Starchild
- Herbal Apothecary
- Indigo Herbs
- Organic Herb Trading
• Food food food
• Nutritional Supplements – share your wisdom – where do you purchase them?
- Macantha
- Natural Dispensary
- Nutri Advanced
- Cytoplan
- Living Nutrition
- Mediherb
- Wild Nutrition
- Lamberts
- Nature’s Aid
- Solgar
- Dr. Udos
- Biocare
- Optibac
- Igennus
- Mag365
- Viridian
- Terra Nova
• Game: I invite you to play and be creative, one word at a time.
Here is the created script:
Seeds medicine for the energetic space.
The season of go with herbal family therapeutics because implementing action is the
nature. Tinctures macerating, menstruum by balance, connectedness, synergistic
potentiation and marc help extraction of all divine components. Synergistically, herbs
provide love and health for spirit, soul, body and mind, in action, when messages
rhythm in connection.
We create greater energy so everyone will benefit from the incredibly mesmerising
and wholesome healing that flourish with Love naturally. Full moon magic brings
beauty, brightness, serenity, clarity and humility. Always new Love (again) for all
subsequent beings.
Herbs ignite passion, create medicines benefiting guts. Luminescent appeal to some
cherished medicine, blessings, healings, doorways into infinite possibilities of energy
opening beyond measure, plant personalities, harmony together.
Tinctures support all whole arrays complementing health, wellbeing, and good
vibes, lushness, positivity, increasing mood with lightness. Freeing up ideas between
thought and action, deepening our understanding beyond imaginable, unfathomable
extremes.
Thymoleptic plant medicines increase immunity, mood, lift serotonin and many other
biochemical components. Late onset diabetes, dementia caused by insulin resistance
inevitably pancreatic isles of (life) Langerhans cells.
• CBD balm
• Setting up in business – your advice for students:
Here are a few that were mentioned:
- Share the expense of your first stock with a friend
- Ask for Practitioner’s discounts
- Watch Rosemary Westlake’s Talking Heads video
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- Look after yourself
- Use downtime in patient appointments to create things like information sheets
- Brand yourself properly
- Keep your records of income and expenses
- Who do you want to talk to? How to pitch yourself? Pricing? Any specialities?
• Palliative care in Herbal Medicine
• Herbalism and spirituality
• Bach Flowers legacy:
- Part1: https://youtu.be/4Qawj-0Uotw
- Part2: https://youtu.be/1YtzZTVwPAg
• Medicinal Mushrooms: quality and opinions
• Heath Justice and Herbal Medicine – forum related to the workshop on how, as
herbalists, we respond to the challenging times we are living through
• Photo competition brought some very heartfelt, awakened and uniting
conversations
• Incorporating nature seasonal theme into your life
• ‘Clinical Herbalist’ or ‘Medical Herbalist’?
The agreed title was ‘Medical Herbalist’ for those with qualifications versus “Clinical
Herbalist’ for those with self-learning. The conversation moved to all the different names
such as ‘folk herbalist’ or ‘community herbalist’, ‘consulting herbalist’, and so on..
• Marketing ways – using social media, blogs, newsletters and word of mouth
• East London Herbalists
• Indigenous Herbal Practices
• Herbalism as a tool to fight injustice
• What topics would you like to be covered in a book?
- Herbal Medicine around Africa
- Presentations of disease on various ethnic groups
- Herbs that are threatened, over-harvested, sacred, and alternatives
- Guide on how to grow medicinal herbs
- Guide to native medicinal plants with locations
- Global herbal traditions
- Books for boys and men
- Herbal astrology
- Children’s story books
- Healing complex trauma
- Only using weeds and invasive species as medicine
- Culinary herbalism
• Accessing free scientific articles?
- Pubmed
- Google Scholar
- Scihub
- Researchgate
- NIMH members’ resources
- Sciencedirect
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• Canadian herbalists where the First Virtual Canadian Herb Conference was
announced with 35+ Canadian herbalists, 40+ Original Workshops, six Panel
Discussions and Teachers’ notes (E-books) in the conversation
• Article sharing
• Herbal Medicine Sovereignty to bring sustainable medicines to communities
• Herbalist Waistcoat - invitation to the online survey which engaged some great
ideas and comments
• Social media? Share your handles!
• Course Accreditation
• Mentoring & New Members Scheme
• Heartwood, a platform for students
• Your 2020 in pictures
• Mushroom ID!
• OTC Herbal Products – How to set it up
• Herbalists Across the Pond for Herbalists in the Americas
• Your favourite herbal resources
- https://theherbarium.wordpress.com
- https://www.americanherbalistguild.com
- https://www.tramil.net/en/node/49778
- https://www.jekkas.com/collections/jekkapedia
- www.Pfaf.org
- www.botanical.com/botanical/mgmh/mgmh.html
- Outdoors, in the woods
- www.henriettes-herb.com
- American Botanical Council and HerbalGram mag
- American Herbal Products Association
- Herbal Jedi youtube channel
• Research about Research
• South London, Surrey, Kent, Sussex and surrounds
• Herbal Medicine in cancer patients
• What made you drawn to herbal medicine?
• Westminster University Herbalists and Herbalists-to-be
• Homemade things – an invitation to share your recipes
• What are your favourite herbs to work with?
The responses are listed here:
- Chamomilla recutita
- Galium aparine
- Rhodiola
- Schisandra chinensis
- Crataegus
- Codonopsis
- Gynostemma
- Borage
- Acmella oleracea (Buzz buttons)
• Herbal Educators Forum
• Apiceutical Medicine – medicine of the bees
• CBD Questions
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• Best Health Podcasts
• Prizes
• Game - Just for fun … a fantasy (Covid safe) dinner party
• What type of Herbalist are you? Differences around the World
• Share your moments
• The Banes – Witches’ Medicines of Old in The New World
• The ketogenic diet and herbal medicine
• Favourite Herb and Herb Combo
• Herbalists role post-lockdown
• Exhibitor Promotional Offers
• From an online survey shared on the Heartwood and The Herbal Inter-schools
whatsapp groups
- 75% gave a 4/5 score of satisfaction and 25% were 5/5 happy with the conference
- 25% gave a 4/5 score on how relevant and helpful it was for their study or job, 75%
voted 5/5
- 50% replied that the conference did not influence their view of The Institute, 25%
maybe and for 25% it did.
+ It showed adaptability, flexibility, innovation and global reach
- Is it an organisation willing to change and adapt?
- 50% were 4/5 satisfied with the sessions content and 50% voted 5/5
+ Very well organised
- Would have liked more live and interactive session content
- 25% would like a virtual NIMH 2021 conference and 75% would prefer a hybrid version
• Online survey mixed with the conference’s answers on the subject:
+ What was liked:
- The platform
- The interactions
- The time frame to watch it all (recorded sessions) and chance it provides to attend for
many who cannot travel that far
- The choice of speakers
- To have created an online event at such short notice that worked very well
- The additional day on Herbalism and Society
- Forum and chat spaces
- People from a broader world location were involved
+ What was not liked:
- Miss the face-to-face human contact
- Would have liked more live sessions and Q&As to enable interaction with speakers
- Some of the features were linked to the Whova app, unable to access via phone
- Chat spaces and session playback didn’t always function
+ Key take-aways:
- Important to stay connected, to exchange information and to keep learning
- Learning from the speakers but also from the audience
- Herbal practice needs to be embedded in wider work for social justice and the
importance of decolonising our Materia Medica
- The importance of diversity in health and knowledge and the importance of
maintaining herbal medicine knowledge for future health
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+ Potential ideas:
- Herbalists to suggest potential speakers, and topics? Perhaps somewhere on the
NIMH site. It was replied that ‘every year, the Institute ask for suggestions and topics,
so feel free to send those to the office’ but also that ‘soon we will see a call for speakers
go out as NIMH announces the dates and theme for next year’
- Keep the online option going for those who cannot attend in person (Distance) and
interactive
- Occasional CPD?
- More current wisdom on nutrition and dietary support
- Keep the recordings going, we have a busy life and may not be able to attend all the
live sessions, also time differences when people live on the other side of the world
- Although Whova platform has been appreciated, there have been some frustrations
due to ‘not being able to copy and paste stuff on the app’ and ‘tagging didn’t seem to
allow clicking straight to that person’
- Maybe do one virtual and one physical conference per year? Some are missing the
‘FIZZ’ of being in a room with many other herbalists.
- A 1 to 1 on book-keeping for herbalists
- Online platform could allow for more speakers from all over the world and attendees
to enrich the learning experience and sharing of best practice
- Having organised many global ‘user group’ conferences you could identify themes
perhaps – maybe 4-6 themes and do a call for papers – that would give you a rich
perspective(s) on a theme and give you a view on different specialists and experts
– make it global – also consider a ‘common strategy’ to accompany the conference –
herbalism needs to keep nudging policy makers and this is a great way of nudging
and also expanding into the public’s consciousness
- More live and interactive virtual sessions
- Face to face/ live event but to record all the talks and discussions to allow access to
talks or events not attended in the period after the conference

Finally, Anita Ralph’s message echoed and synthesised well many of the other
messages:
‘Uplifting, inspiring, validating, strong feeling of worldwide community … this
conference has been a surprisingly easy to navigate online experience. Thank you all
so much for each and every contribution to make it happen!’
May we see you back in 2021 in health and happiness
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THE HEALING FOREST by Vivian Craig
(shared on one forum)
You called?
I was not home
Follow my path to the trees
Follow my signs in the forest
See the stress, seeping from the soles of my boots
Note the trickle of anxiety, leaking from my pockets
Catch the mist of tired breath clouding the woodland air
Follow, until you find these no more
There, you will find me
There, you can join me
To rustle the leaves
To startle the squirrels
To glimpse the birds
To spot the insects
To return home light on food and spirit
Healed
• Thanks for the HMC Team
Posted by Tamsin Hartley, ‘Let’s say Thank you to the Executive Committee who
have worked so hard to set up the first online conference from a standing start
in July! The workload must have been huge. It has had so many advantages,
practical and philosophical, compared to the old format, and it might be useful
to let them know what we liked best or would like more of the next time?
Thank you Team for widening the conference experience and possibilities for
us.’
From All of Us: THANK YOU
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Natural and effective antimicrobials
found also in our kitchen
By Anita A. Wąsik

Infectious diseases are one of the main causes of morbidity and mortality
worldwide and antibiotics are one of the most prescribed medications – in
fact, often overprescribed. Broad-spectrum antibiotics are also very commonly
prescribed for conditions in which they have no use, such as viral infections.
The more antibiotics are prescribed on a global scale, the more bacteria figure
out how to resist them. Researchers found that 50 percent of all prescribed
antibiotics are broad-spectrum types, mainly for respiratory conditions (Hersh
and Kronman, 2017). In times of increasing antibiotic resistance, it is worth
remembering about plants and substances that have been recognised for
centuries as antibacterial and antifungal agents as well as natural antiviral drugs.
Some of them can be found in our kitchen and their effectiveness is confirmed
by scientific research.

No. 1: Garlic
Garlic (Allium sativum) is a proven natural remedy for respiratory tract infections.
The active component of garlic, called allicin, successfully targets many strains
of bacteria. Garlic supplementation (180mg allicin) over the course of twelve
weeks reduces the frequency and duration of the common cold (63% and 70%
respectively) and modestly lowers the actual severity of symptoms (Josling,
2001). High dose of aged garlic extract (2.56 grams per day), given for 90 days to
otherwise healthy persons, enhances immune cell function and reduces severity
of colds and flu (Nantz et al., 2012). In children, daily supplementation with garlic
powder (600 milligrams) over five months is effective for prevention of acute
respiratory infections without side effects (Andrianova et al., 2003). Moreover,
allicin can inhibit the growth of fungi and bacteria, including antibiotic-resistant
strains like methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) (Borlinghaus et
al., 2014). MRSA is responsible for severe infections mostly in hospitalised patients.
Helicobacter pylori, the most common pathogenic bacteria in the stomach, is
associated with gastric ulcers and cancer. Some research shows that garlic can
be used against Helicobacter pylori and to promote healing of stomach ulcers
(Zardast et al., 2016; Si et al., 2019). However, it is suggested that these results be
treated with caution due to limited quality.

No. 2: Onion
Onion (Allium cepa L.) does not only kill bacteria, but also clears the respiratory
tract thanks to its volatile oils. Studies have proven the effectiveness of onion
extract against the main causal bacteria of adult periodontitis, an infection of the
gums. Antibacterial properties persist for up to 48 hours after administration of
the extract. Interestingly, grated onions stored at 37°C were no longer an effective
antibiotic, as also observed in onions steamed for 10 minutes at 100°C (Kim, 1997).
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No. 3: Fermented foods
Fermented sauerkraut, cucumbers, or kimchi are food products rich in beneficial
lactic acid bacteria which restore the balance of gut microbiota by fighting
against Staphylococcus aureus, Escherichia coli, or Salmonella (Tamang et al.,
2016). In vitro study has shown that sauerkraut juice successfully stopped the
growth of several fungi (including Aspergillus fumigates, Aspergillus sp., and
Candida albicans) more effectively than the antifungal drug clotrimazole (Kumar
et al., 2013). Fermented milk products are useful against Helicobacter pylori
infection implicated in peptic and duodenal ulcer diseases, chronic gastritis, or
gastric adenocarcinoma (Sachdeva et al., 2014).

No. 5: Honey
Already in ancient times honey was considered an effective remedy for many
diseases. Manuka honey obtained from the nectar of the manuka shrub,
which grows in Australia and New Zealand, has been tested the most. It has
been proven to have antibacterial properties against Clostridium difficile,
Helicobacter pylori, Escherichia coli, Salmonella, Shigella, Staphylococcus
aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis, and Klebsiella oxytoca which can cause
gut, respiratory and skin diseases (Mandal and Mandal, 2011; Eteraf-Oskouei
and Najafi, 2013). Several studies have demonstrated that Manuka can help
to treat and prevent gingivitis and periodontal disease (English et al., 2004).
Honey can also inhibit the harmful effects of fungal toxins (mycotoxins) and
improve the growth of ‘good’ bacteria in the intestine (Ezz El-Arab et al., 2006).
An interesting study conducted among patients with superficial burns has
shown that topical application of honey kept the wounds sterile for seven days
(91% efficiency compared to 7% in the control group). In addition, the recovery
time was shortened to about two weeks (87% of healed wounds in the honey
group and 10% in the control group) (Subrahmanyam, 1991). In another study,
topical application of multi-flower honey, olive oil and beeswax showed benefit
in infants suffering from diaper dermatitis (Al-Waili, 2005). Moreover, honey has
great potential for therapeutic use in treating urinary tract infections caused by 11
multidrug-resistant bacterial strains (Bouacha et al., 2018).

No. 6: Black cumin oil
Black cumin oil, also called black seed oil, comes from the black cumin (Nigella
sativa) plant. It prevents the growth of life-threatening Listeria monocytogenes, a
major foodborne pathogen. An in vitro study has indicated a strong antibacterial
activity of black cumin oil against all the strains of L. monocytogenes (Nair et al.,
2005). Infection with that bacteria is a more frequent cause of death than with
Salmonella. L. monocytogenes is especially dangerous for infants as it can cause
meningitis, an inflammation of the protective membranes covering the brain
and spinal cord. Black cumin can also help to slow down or stop methicillinresistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) from spreading (Hannan et al., 2008).
MRSA plagues hospitals and nursing homes worldwide. Active chemical
compounds present in black seed oil showed 100 percent inhibition for the 30
fungal and mould pathogens causing skin and nails infections (Taha et al., 2010).
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No. 7: Coconut oil
Coconut oil can help improve gut health by destroying harmful bacteria
like Clostridium difficile. C. difficile is the leading cause of hospital-acquired
antibiotic-associated diarrhoea worldwide. Moreover, the growth and spreading
of antibiotic-resistant C. difficile is becoming a significant problem. Coconut oil
turns out to be helpful in controlling C. difficile growth. Although virgin coconut
oil does not inhibit its growth, bacterial growth can be inhibited using 0.15-1.2%
lipolysed coconut oil (Shilling et al., 2013). Another study has found that the capric
acid and lauric acid in coconut oil are active in killing Candida albicans and may
therefore be useful for treatment of yeast infections caused by that pathogen.
Furthermore, oil pulling with coconut oil can be used as a way to cleanse the
mouth of bacteria and help heal periodontal disease. By swishing the oil in
the mouth, the oil damages the cell wall of microorganisms and kills them. Oil
pulling should ideally be performed daily each morning on an empty stomach
before brushing the teeth, and the oil should not be swallowed (Shanbhag, 2016).

No. 9: Oregano oil
Oregano oil is so potent that it has been the focus of over 800 studies referenced
in PubMed. Oregano oil has been shown to inhibit the growth of Escherichia
coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Sienkiewicz et al., 2012). In combination with
thyme oil, it is an effective weapon against Salmonella, Staphylococcus aureus,
MRSA strains, and Bacillus cereus causing food poisoning (Boskovic et al., 2015).
Oregano oil can be as effective as the antibiotic ampicillin in the fight against
Micrococcus luteus (infection slows down metabolic processes) and in inhibiting
the growth of Klebsiella pneumoniae (causes destructive changes to the lungs)
and Candida albicans. One study found that oregano oil is also a potential
anti-parasitic remedy. Fourteen adults whose stools tested positive for enteric
parasites (Blastocystis hominis, Entamoeba hartmanni and Endolimax nana)
were supplemented with 600 milligrams of oregano for six weeks. A complete
disappearance of Blastocystis hominis was observed in eight cases, Entamoeba
hartmanni in four cases, and Endolimax nana in one case. Gastrointestinal
symptoms improved in seven of the 11 patients (Force et al., 2000).

No. 10: Thyme Oil
Thyme (Thymus vulgaris) oil is an excellent antimicrobial. Studies evaluated its
effect against bacteria found in milk, such as Salmonella. The results indicate
that using thyme oil as an antimicrobial preservative for food could be a good
option for protecting our bodies from bacteria (Xue et al., 2015). Wouldn’t this be
a better choice than the usual chemical approach? Thyme oil was also tested
in vitro against 120 strains of bacteria isolated from patients with infections of
the oral cavity, the respiratory and genitourinary tracts, and infections acquired
from a hospital environment (Sienkiewicz et al., 2011). The results showed that the
oil from T. vulgaris exhibited strong effectivity against all of the clinical strains,
including some antibiotic-resistant strains (Sienkiewicz et al., 2011).
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A Photographic Anthology
Pictures: Jean-Louis Riols https://www.edenproject.com/

This issue takes you to Cornwall, at The Eden Project.

Initiated by Tim Smit,
it started to be built
in 1995, on a working
china clay pit nearing
its retirement.
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THE EDEN PROJECT

Now it comprises
two big globes and
many outdoor areas:
the largest being the
Rainforest Biome
and the smaller the
Mediterranean Biome.
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I hope you will enjoy this little photo-album of the Rainforest biome and that it will motivate you to visit this
wonderful place. There is so much more to see, experience and learn
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REVIEW

The first Canadian Herb
Conference – November 2020
By Jean-Louis Riols

A few weeks after The Institute Conference, I attended the First Canadian Herb
Conference. Thank you to the virtual world that facilitates such a possibility for
people all around the globe.
Equally, this was a huge success with well over 300 participants and some very
interesting speakers and learning opportunities.
Although I kept a low profile and did not participate, it was interesting to follow
the tea-room conversations where many people introduced themselves (and
others) followed by various topics.
It was a conference highly rooted and rooting in nature, in ancestral, native, and
modern herbal views and uses, with practical workshops and demonstrations,
and multiple speakers (with short and long recordings, live speakers with
added downloadable notes).
With a platform easy to navigate, various subscription levels available (including
giving long-term access to the recordings), a range of professional speakers and
live-interactive platforms, it was a pleasure to attend and a very well-organised
event.
Thank you to Chanchal Cabrera, Colleen Emery, and Yarrow Willard for
facilitating such a valuable experience.
I am already looking forward to The Second Canadian Herbal Conference.
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Mother Thyme Thymus vulgaris
‘Only our close-bit thyme that smells/ Like dawn in Paradise’
Kipling

A name of Greek origin, Thumos from thuô is found in literature meaning
‘perfumed’ or ‘fumigation’ or ‘courage’. But Thumos also appears to have
expressed ‘spiritedness’ and thuö is mentioned for ‘sacrifice, killing as an offering’.
There are different varieties, said to be interchangeable in regard to cooking or
medicine, all of which are of benefit in the fight against respiratory, digestive, and
urinary infections.
As early as 3000 BC, the Sumerians knew of its antiseptic properties, and it was
used in Egypt and by the Etruscans for embalming to perfume mummies. The
Assyrians advised it (hašu) for respiratory and digestive problems.
In Greece, thyme represented courage and saying to someone that they
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‘smelled of Thyme’ was a compliment (Grieve, 1971). The Greeks burned thyme
for consecration and purification and also as an offering to the gods (especially
Adephagia, goddess of food and gluttony). They believed that thyme smoke
symbolised the soul going to deposit a prayer at the god’s feet.
One story tells that when the beautiful princess Helen of Troy was taken away
by Paris from her old husband Menelaus, she cried and her tears became thyme.
The Romans used it for melancholy and for air purification protocols. In the
Georgics Virgil recorded ‘Hymettus in Greece and Hybla in Sicily were so famous
for bees and honey, because there grew such store of thyme’.
Thyme is recorded as one of the plants in the manger for the infant Jesus and
thus mentioned as having been used by the Virgin Mary to lie upon.
In the fourth century, in Caucasian Albania (now northern Azerbaijan), thyme
was used as a tonic and aphrodisiac. It was also used in a bath for joint pain.
Thyme was one of the plants (with rosemary and a few others) that
Charlemagne ordered to be planted in all monasteries and castles, because they
made the dishes ’sing’.
In the Middle Ages, the richest wore sprigs of thyme on their garments in order
to hide body odour, but also to protect them from people’s microbes. Ladies
would give sprigs of thyme to jousting champions to maintain their courage, and
crusaders wore it for the same purpose. It was also used to flavour beer.
The Physicians of Myddfai prescribed it for colds, catarrh, and all kinds of pain in
the shoulders, arms, and legs. ‘Take wild thyme, and bruise small, boil in the lees
of strong ale till it is thickened, and apply thereto as hot as the patient can bear
it. Let this be persevered in for nine days, and he will be effectually cured’ (Pughe,
1993). The Leechcraft (Pollington, 2000) mentions that thyme ‘is of the hotter
and stronger kind, and it draws catarrh, and controls all bad blood and gout, it
acts well against asthma and liver disease’, and notes the belief in its use against
shyness. It was later recorded as also being used against fear: a cup of beer with
thyme.
Hildegard von Bingen (1098-1179) records its uses against leprosy. She wrote
‘One should take the thyme and some of the earth around its root and make it
boil in a fire. He should prepare a steam bath for himself. He should also cook the
thyme, with the earth sticking to it, in a caldron with water. He should use it often
in the sauna … diminishes bad humors, unless it is not pleasing to God’. Hildegard
also mentioned that ‘If old age or some other infirmity is causing blood and
water in someone’s eye, weakening him beyond measure, he should stare at
green thyme until his eyes are damp, as if by crying’ (Throop, 1998).
The Soutra monastery’s recipes included thyme for headache preparations,
against venomous beasts (‘The smoke of thyme drives away all serpents and all
other beasts that cast venom out of their mouths’), for bites (drunk as an infusion
and also applied on the bite), for the spleen (drunk in vinegar), for ‘them that spit
blood’ (with honey) and for the liver (with wine). In wine they believed it to bring
on a woman’s period (Atkinson, 2018).
During the plague, sprigs of thyme were worn on clothes for protection. It was
later called the ‘antibiotic of the poor’. It was one of the elements of the famous
‘four thieves vinegar’.
The doctrine of signatures sees ‘the outline of the growing plant corresponding
to the inverted shape of the chest’.
Gerard recommended it internally or externally against ‘the biting of any
venomous beast’ and Culpeper looked at it as ‘a noble strengthener for the
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lungs’. As a Herb of Venus (under Aries) and Feminine, it ‘provokes the terms,
… gives safe and speedy delivery to women in travail’ and Culpeper further
recommended it for nervous disorders and giddiness, also stating that it
‘purges the body of phlegm’. ‘It is so harmless you need not fear the use of it’. He
prescribed an ointment of fresh flowers for wrinkles, spots, and sunburns.
Parkinson (1629) wrote that it is ‘a special help to melancholy and splenetic
diseases, as also to flatulent humours, either in the upper or lower part of the
body’.
Thyme is referenced as being used in infusion in the Americas since the early
seventeenth century.
In Suffolk, England, it was specific for headaches but in Wiltshire it was used
to remove warts, ‘boiled in urine with pepper and nitre’ and in Cumbria, it was
preferred mixed with nettle to treat lumbago. In Hampshire it was used for
unspecified problems in ponies. In 1710, Salmon said of a traditional thyme snuff
that it ‘purges the Head and Brain of cold pituitous Humors’.
In the nineteenth century, hospitals used thyme as a disinfectant and to help a
patient’s recovery. Before antibiotics came into use, thyme was used to disinfect
cloth and to clean and heal wounds. In the Hebrides, thyme was prescribed for
indigestion.
During the 1990s, studies by Dr. Stanley Deans demonstrated that animals that
ate thyme oil aged more slowly (delayed onset of retinal deterioration, muscle
wasting, …). It seems that the high levels of antioxidants prevent PUFAs decline
and thus thyme has been assigned as a longevity herb.

Growing habitat
An evergreen plant loved by bees, native to the Mediterranean region, thyme
grows on well-drained (limestone rich) soils and prefers sunny spots. It fears cold
winds, especially on undrained soils, and may need protection in the winter
months. It grows happily in window boxes. Planted in pathways, it creates an
energising and uplifting fragrance when walked on.

Constituents
Thyme contains volatile oils (1% phenol, 30-50% thymol, 1-5% carvacrol, borneol,
cymol, pinene, geraniol), monoterpene hydrocarbons, terpene alcohol (linalool),
10% tannin, flavonoids (luteolin, apigenin, thymonin, naringenin), caffeic acids,
saponins, bitters, vitamin K, iron, manganese, and calcium.

Parts used
Dried leaves and flowers or fresh sprigs with or without flowers.

General uses
Aromatic stimulant, heating diaphoretic, pungent, dispersing, depurative,
decongestant, circulatory stimulant, antiseptic (thyme essential oil is twenty
times stronger than phenol), expectorant, anti-spasmodic, astringent tonic,
anti-parasitic (crabs, lice), anthelmintic, anti-bacterial (Staphylococcus aureus,
Enterococcus fecalis, Escherichia coli, Stenotrophomonas maltophilia), antifungal (Candida albicans), anti-viral (Herpes simplex, Enterovirus 71, influenzas),
uplifting, emmenagogue, carminative, anti-tussive, topically rubefacient, and
bronchial dilator. It has been shown to reduce arterial pressure, increasing heart
rhythms and respiratory volume, and to lower blood pressure.
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Holmes (2007) grounds it with the phlegmatic and melancholic.
Used for ENT, bronchitis, catarrh, asthma, colds, coughs (specific for dry and
whooping), chest infections, neurasthenia, lethargy, intestinal and bladder
infection, urinary tract infection, headache from digestive issues, digestive
upsets, candida, bedwetting in children, burns, conjunctivitis, cramp, anorexia,
anaemia, eczema, rickets, fever, flatulence, psoriasis, intestinal worms (thymol
is said to expel hookworms and ascarids and to kill mosquito larvae). For ascaris
and oxyuris, it is prescribed to be taken on three consecutive days, first thing in
the morning (30 minutes before breakfast) as an infusion of one tablespoon of
pounded thyme (fresh or dried) infused for ten minutes in 150 ml of boiling water.
It is of great help to convalescent and older persons. Indicated for spasmodic
urinary tract conditions with symptoms of infection. It has been used to combat
alcohol addiction, hysteria, to control excessive menstrual flow, and heal swellings
of the breast.
Because it stimulates the thymus gland, says Dr. Paul Lee, professor at the
University of California, Santa Cruz, it helps to enhance the immune system and
therefore is often used with Echinacea.
Externally, it is of help in bites, stings, minor pain, boils, suppurating wounds,
and all kinds of swellings. Its smell is helpful to depression and anxiety but also to
give courage, and is therefore recommended prior to examinations. In dentistry,
it is used for canker sore, black hairy tongue, thrush, caries, cysts, denture sores,
gum health, bad breath, oral piercings, HPV, periodontitis, and as part of rinses
for post-dental work. Thyme is useful for greasy hair and dandruff and in facial
washes to tighten the skin and control sebum release.
In an experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of thyme essential oil in
conjunction with antibiotic treatments on a resistant organism, thyme has
been shown to increase the effectiveness of tetracycline against MRSA. Indeed,
Stephen Buhner (2012) mentions that it inhibits the MexAB-PprM efflux pump
used for the removal of tetracycline but also beta-lactans, fluoroquinolones,
chloramphenicol, novobiocin, macrolides, ethidium bromide, aromatic
hydrocarbons, and homoserine lactones.

Caution and contraindications
Not to be taken medicinally (even as strong teas) in pregnancy as it is a uterine
stimulant, and breastfeeding women should avoid large amounts. Simon Mills
and Kerry Bone (2005) note no increase in frequency of malformation or other
harmful effects on the foetus from limited use in pregnant women but state that
there are not enough animal studies to rely on. They also explain that thymol (>
1g) may produce abortion.
Some literature mentions that it can lower TSH and should be used with
caution in overactive thyroid.
One or two drops of thyme essential oil directly in the mouth will penetrate the
blood rapidly and can cause poisoning.
It is contraindicated in children with liver and kidney disease.
No drug interactions have been recorded when taking thyme.

Traditional recipes
Fresh
Maria Treben (1986) applied, on an amputation stump, thyme and club moss
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compresses made by ‘filling a pillowcase with equal quantities of thyme and
club moss – 3 to 5 oz (100-150g) of each’, heated gently in the oven and applied
overnight to the amputation stump.
The pulp can be used directly on minor wounds, scabies, and warts.
The stem tops produce a purple dye.
Powder
Capsules, 250mg powder bid
In powder, 1 teaspoon of dried thyme is mixed with 100g of baby talcum
powder or corn starch to ease athlete’s foot. Thyme dried leaf powder is also used
as snuff to decongest the respiratory tract and to stop nose-bleed.
Tincture and glycerite
Tincture: dried leaf 1:5, 50% alcohol, 10% glycerin – 10 drops to 4ml tid or 1:5 in 45%
alcohol, 2 to 6ml per dose. Fresh leaves 1:2 45%, 20-40 drops tid
Glycerite: use simmer method: fresh leaves 1:8. 80% glycerin, dried leaves 1:6
80% - 1-3ml tid
Tincture is used in folliculitis for rinses, and in gargles (1 teaspoon/½ cup of
water).
Maurice Mességué (1972) recommended dipping toothbrushes in thyme
tincture and to massage gums and teeth with it as a disinfecting toothpaste.
Infusion and decoction
Half to 1 teaspoon dried leaves or 2 teaspoons fresh per mug – infused, covered,
7-10 minutes, tid
In Scotland, thyme tea was used to ease headache and prevent nightmares.
It is sweat-inducing, used against candida, and in antihistamine teas for
sensitive skin. A thyme infusion is said to clear headaches due to hangovers.
Infusions applied on a compress are vulnerary.
A strong infusion of thyme can be used to mop floors and surfaces.
As an inhalation, used as a sinus disinfectant and to counteract influenza
symptoms (strong infusion, or add 20 drops of essential oil to one gallon of hot
water).
As a mouthwash/gargle, against pharyngitis, infected gums, mouth ulcers, and
sore throat – decoct 2 tablespoons in ½ litre of water for 20 minutes. Use warm
after each meal.
To ease coughs and colds, a syrup made by decocting to a half (500ml), 50-80g
of thyme with one litre of water, then strained and mixed with one cup of honey.
Kept refrigerated, it is recommended to take ½ to 1 teaspoon every two hours.
Thyme baths are used against rheumatism and also for respiratory problems
and difficulty breathing. They are often given to puny sickly children whose
lymphatic system is overloaded or has been very active, and convalescents, being
stimulating.
Recommended as a scalp rub to prevent loss of hair, and also useful for skin
infections:
Infuse a handful of thyme (fresh or dried) in ½ litre of water for 20 minutes,
covered, and add to the bath, or boil 500g of plant in four litres of water for a few
minutes before leaving it to infuse for 10 minutes.
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Essential oil
Essential oil diluted in oil (50 drops/45ml) for chest rubs; the infused oil is effective
against head lice. It can be used as a massage oil for rheumatic pains.
Barbara Griggs (1997) wrote that ‘in a 5% aqueous solution, it can kill the typhus
bacillus and Shiga’s bacillus in 2 minutes, streptococcus and the diphtheria
bacillus in 4 minutes, and staphylococcus in 4-8 minutes’.
In an ointment, it is applied to shingles. In salve it heals and seals moisture into
chapped lips and hands.
Diluted at 1% it is used as a vaginal douche (candida) and in mouthwashes.
It is recorded that adding thyme essential oil into toothpaste may produce
‘cracks in the corner of the mouth and a swollen tongue’.
It can be applied neat on nails infected with fungus (one drop bid), although
some literatures contest this.
Vinegar
Thyme vinegars are used for fungal infections but also for itchy, flaky beard and
moustache areas.
As a vaginal douche, a 1:3 proportion in water is advised for infections and
thrush. Use the fresh sprigs and crush them in a jar that will be topped with
wine or cider vinegar. Leave to macerate for 40 days in a sunny place and strain.
Repeat the process using the first infused vinegar with fresh sprigs for another
40 days.
The vinegar can also be used as a household and laboratory disinfectant.
Oxymels (four handfuls of fresh or ¼ cup dried thyme leaves mixed with ¼
cup local honey and 1½ cups apple cider vinegar) are useful for respiratory
complaints.
Culinary
Used in marinades, meat dishes (especially poultry and rabbit), soups, stews, and
casseroles, thyme does not lose its flavour when cooked for a long time. It was
added as a preservative before refrigeration existed, and was able to keep any
stew edible for a few days in a temperate climate.
The dried leaves are less pungent than the fresh ones when using in recipes.
To flavour honey, warmed honey (not exceeding 100°F) is left to cool in a jar filled
with thyme and left to macerate for two weeks, then strained or kept with the
thyme in place.
With dates and barley, it produces a wine.
In the Middle East, Za’atar condiment is made from powdered dried thyme
leaves mixed with powdered roasted sesame and coriander seeds and salt.
Maurice Mességué (1972) insisted that the terrain needs to stay strong in
cases of pandemic. The best way to achieve this is to eat as many aromatics and
garlic as possible, in order to create an internal environment that is inhospitable
to viruses and bacteria; the aromatics will also transpire in the sweat, adding
external protection. He therefore included thyme in his preventative or hygiene
lists of essential plants.
Caucasus mountain men claimed their longevity was due to a daily handful of
thyme. The leaves and flowers can be used raw in salads or to make butters (the
dried leaves will work too).
The meat of pasture animals feeding on land where thyme grows has a better
taste.
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Stored with potatoes, thyme keeps them fresh, and in the Balearic Islands it is
used to preserve dried fruits.
The flowers were eaten with nutmegs in conserves against palsy to strengthen
the brain.
To make a thyme liquor, infuse two bunches of thyme mixed with 300g of
sugar in hot water in a jar. When the infusion is cold, add 75cl of alcohol (vodka)
and leave it to macerate for three months.

Other uses
The dried leaves are added to pot-pourris and can be incorporated in scented
sachets to repel insects. They also make part of a herbal tobacco blend, said to
help digestion, headache, and drowsiness.

Folklore and magical uses
In the folk tradition, any place where thyme grew was said to be blessed by the
fairies. Thyme was therefore incorporated in recipes to enable people to see
fairies. ‘The pincushion-like tufts forming one of their favourite playgrounds’
recorded Andrew Chevallier (1998).
It has been used in magical intentions that bring courage, healing, protection,
love, psychic power, purification, and sleep.
Burned to keep bad influences away, to attract good health, to clear sadness
and to clean the atmosphere and magic rooms.
Used in magic to accentuate the powers of limeflower, rosemary, and lavender.
Women who wear sprigs of thyme in the hair become irresistible. On St. Agnes’
Eve, girls who wanted to dream of their future husband put a thyme leaf in one
shoe and a rosemary leaf in the other and placed them at either side of their
beds while saying ‘St. Agnes, that’s to lovers kind, Come, ease the trouble of my
mind’. Another tale describes girls wearing sprigs of thyme, mint and lavender to
attract ‘sweethearts’.
Yearly, in the spring, mixed with marjoram, magical baths are taken to remove
all ills and sorrows from the past year.
Thyme is kept in a box at home for good luck or incorporated in pillows to stop
nightmares and to enhance dreams of creativity and flight. It was mixed with
rosemary to produce lucid dreams.
In Wales, thyme was associated with death and therefore was often planted
on graves; while in England it was believed to house the soul of murdered men.
Because of this association, wild thyme was not to be brought indoors, and
infusions had to be made outside. However, in Austria, garlands of thyme were
brought to church to be blessed on the festival of Corpus Christi. And in Sweden,
to protect their way to church from witches, brides wore a garment with thyme
and garlic sewn on it.
Thyme is another treasure in our kitchens, one that shows benefits when using
it daily as well as in case of emergencies.
I have always dreamed, one day, of creating a thyme pathway in my garden,
for to walk barefoot on it would release such a healing scent while giving a little
natural aromatic reflexology-type sole-of-the-foot massage during daily morning
grounding practice, face toward the Sun.
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Information
pages
REGIONAL GROUPS
What’s growing near you?
The Institute has many regional groups and we are keen to get more of these in place
as it is important that members have a place to share ideas and knowledge, discuss
concerns, and help each other with challenging patients. Being a herbalist can often
be a lonely profession and whilst many of us have virtual means of doing everything
mentioned, it is nice to be able to interact with fellow practitioners face to face.
Some of our groups meet on a regular basis and some only ad hoc. Find out if there
is a group near you and contact the group leader to find out more CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Schia Mitchell
herbalist@cambridgeherbalist.org.uk
DEVON
Sara Hills
sarajanehills@gmail.com
E. DORSET/S. WILTS/W. HAMPSHIRE
Gemma Wild
gcwild@doctors.org.uk
HAMPSHIRE/E. SURREY
Kate Parker
kate@horsechestnutherbals.co.uk
NORFOLK
Val Thomas
herbs.val@gmail.com
SURREY
Caroline Galloway
herbalist1@btinternet.com
SUSSEX WEST
Emma Baynes
emmaherbalist@hotmail.co.uk
WEST MIDLANDS
Anne Chiotis
annechiotis@outlook.com
SHEFFIELD
Calder Bendle
muddycrow@googlemail.com
SOUTH WALES
Mark Jack
mark@markjack.co.uk
INTERNATIONAL
Kerry Hackett
info@kerryhackett.ca
Not a group near you? Or are you interested in starting up your own group? In either
case get in touch with the Institute office who can help you find members near you
or get your group listed here in our next edition to attract new members.

WE WANT TO HEAR FROM YOU
Have you read any interesting books lately, picked up some research that you
started as a student, or maybe visited somewhere that you think would be of
interest to your herbal family? If so please send in your news, articles, photos
or anything else herby to herbalthymes@nimh.org.uk
Get your mail to us before MARCH 20th 2021 to be included in the spring
edition of HT.
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ADVERTISING RATES
Herbal Thymes – rates per issue

Member

Non-Member

Classified advert

Free up to 25 words
(+20p per extra word)

£10 up to 25 words
(+30p per extra word)

Display advert Non-NIMH business with no financial gain eg job vacancy
Full page £75

£150

½ page £40

£80

¼ page £25

£50

⅛ page £15

£30

Display advert for Non-NIMH business with potential financial gain/commercial
businesses
Full page £90

£180

½ page £50

£100

¼ page £30

£60

⅛ page £20

£40
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